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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
This is a descriptive study of forms of leadership among a 
population in West Java whose social world is considered to be 
still almost completely based on traditional manners and customs 
or adat. This particular social form is called kasepuhan. 
Kasepuhan comes from the word sepuh meaning kolots i.e. "old". 
Kasepuhan thus refers to a community in which all the members of 
the group base their social activities on adat. This kasepuhan 
community is led by a sesepuh or an elder called Ki Ardjo. The 
word ki is short for aki meaning "grandfather". All his follow­
ers call him Ahah ("father") Ardjo.
The centre of all the social activities of the kasepuhan 
(usually called kampung g e d e is now in kampung Cisarua where 
Ki Ardjo lives as sesepuh givang or foremost elder of the 
kasepuhan. In this capacity, Ki Ardjo has the assistance of a
secretary and four advisers. He also has private assistants and
2servants who arrange for his daily needs.
^kampung means "hamlet"; kampung gede means important 
hamlet as the centre of kasepuhan.
2For further information about the functions of the sesepuh 
girang's secretary, advisers and his assistants, see: Chapter III.
1
2The members of kasepuhan do not live in one area but they 
are to be found scattered throughout many kampungs in Southern 
Banten, Southern Sukabumi and Bogor (see: Map I on p. 3). In 
every kampung where the members of the kasepuhan live, there is 
a sesepuh kampung. ^
1.1 Basic Questions
The main focus in this descriptive study is on the role of 
Ki Ardjo as the leader or sesepuh girang in the kasepuhan. This, 
in turn, involves the question of how people perceive the 
kasepuhan whose aim is the restoration or revitalization of a 
just and prosperous time - a spiritual and material ’’Golden Age”. 
This "Golden Age” is based on their perception of the former 
great Sundanese kingdom of Padjadjaran.
Ki Ardjo’s orientation as sesepuh givang is towards the
past, in which the ancestors have determined the eternal tradit-
0
ional way, and also towards the future which will bring a return 
of past glory through the realization of the will of those 
ancestors.
In his role as leader, Ki Ardjo controls the kasepuhan by
4using the concept of uga. Uga refers to a fundamental belief 
of the Sundanese people that important events in one's future 
social life are determined by the ancestors’ will. As a 
spiritual leader, Ki Ardjo tries to fulfill all of the ancestors’
For sesepuh kampung1 s tasks in•the kasepuhan see: 
Chapter III.
For further discussion of uga, see: Chapter II.4
3MAP I : WEST JAVA
K e y :
4 ^  Kasepuhan a r e a
1. R a n g k a s b i tu n g  ( L e b a k ) ;
2.  Bogor;
3. Sukabumi;
4.  Bandung;
5.  Sumedang;
6. T a s i k m a l a y a ;
7. C i a m i s ;
8. B a n j a r .
4orders. One of the ancestor’s orders to him as expressed in an 
uga is to move from one place to another in search of what he 
calls "the virgin land", which will bring all people happiness. 
Uga are usually formulated in words and point to the future. 
According to popular belief, only an old and wise person can 
interpret words found in uga. The word sepuh, "old", implies 
in this context, holiness and the possession of power and 
knowledge of problems and their solutions.
Ki Ardjo’s status as a spiritual leader and village chief 
and his role in deciding the location of the kampung gede and 
various other kampung and their leadership involve him in 
questions of genealogy, land ownership, and the production and 
distribution of agricultural products. His role is to maintain 
an ordered and harmonious life.
In all his activities as a spiritual leader, Ki Ardjo makes 
offerings (sasajen) to the ancestors. In doing this, he attempts 
to maintain permanent communication with the ancestors in order 
to receive continuing guidance to carry out the uga. As a 
village chief, Ki Ardjo is a charismatic^ leader with extensive
"Charismatic" means a certain quality of an individual 
personality by virtue of which he is set apart from ordinary 
men and treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or 
at least specifically exceptional powers or qualities. See: 
Max Weber: The Interpretation of Social Reality, 1971, (ed) 
J.E.T. Eldridge, M. Joseph, London, p. 229.
5influence, power and authority. This is because he is descen­
ded in a direct line from the founder of kasepuhan.
Moreover he is very influential economically. He is a 
wealthy man who owns sawah (wet rice fields) and ladang (dry 
fields cultivated by methods of slash and burn) in every area in 
which he has influence. These sawah and ladang are tilled by 
his followers on a maro (fifty-fifty) basis.
1.2 Socio-Geographical Description
Kampung Cisarua, the present kampung gede (the centre of 
kasepuhan), is situated in the administrative village of 
Sirnarasa, within the administrative subdistrict of Cisolok in 
the regency of Sukabumi (see: Map II on p.6 ). This is a 
mountainous region full of hills and steep valleys at the foot 
of Mounts Sangiang, Halimun and Pasir Kuda. The altitude of 
this area varies from 600 to 900 meters. The average rainfall 
in the village of Sirnarasa for the ten years from 1965 to 1975 
was about 1797 mm/year. The dry season occurs in July, August 
and September, when the average rainfall is about 60 mm/month. 
Four rivers, the Cihaur, Cibareno, Cimaja and Cirendang flow 
through the village of Sirnarasa and empty into the Indian Ocean 
at Pelabuhan Ratu.
Power is the ability to channel the behaviour of others 
by threat or use of sanctions and authority refers to the 
ability to channel the behaviour of others in the absence of 
threat or use of sanctions. Power and authority may go to­
gether or appear separately. See: Morton H. Fried, 1967,
The Evolution of Political Society3 An Essay in Political 
Anthropology, New York, Random House, p. 13.
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7To reach the area it is necessary to take public transport 
from Sukabumi to Pelabuhan Ratu for about 60 km. Pelabuhan Ratu 
is a beautiful tourist resort in the southern area of West Java.
An international hotel, called Samudra Beach Hotel serves guests 
who come to Pelabuhan Ratu for weekends. From Pelabuhan Ratu 
the journey continues north-west to the village of Sukawayana,
6 km from Pelabuhan Ratu, in the administrative subdistrict of 
Cisolok (see: Map III on p. 8). From Sukawayana it is about 19 
km to kampung Cileungsing using either public transport or the 
rubber plantation's truck. Then from kampung Cileungsing it is 
a walk of about 13 km to the village of Sirnarasa and about 2 km 
from the village office of Sirnarasa to kampung Ciganas, where 
the former kampung gede was located; then from kampung Ciganas 
one walks up a hill surrounded by sawah and ladang. After 
crossing the river of Cibareno to kampung Cisarua, one reaches 
the centre of the kasepuhan. The distance from kampung Ciganas 
to kampung Cisarua is about 3 km (see: Map IV on p. 9).
As noted earlier, the members of the kasepuhan do not live 
in one area but are scattered throughout many kampungs. However, 
in kampung gede they live together. As in the former kampung 
gede in Ciganas, the followers of Ki Ardjo number about 536 
persons consisting of 281 men and 255 women out of a total popu­
lation of 4,778 in the village of Sirnarasa.^ The composition 
of the population of the village of Sirnarasa according to age is 
listed in Figure I below.
^Census of the Administrative Village of Sirnarasa, 1981.
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Figure I
The Composition of the Population 
in the Village of Sirnarasa, 
November 1981
AGE MALE
SEX:
FEMALE TOTAL
0- 6 654 657 1311
7-12 593 545 1138
13-16 251 240 491
17-24 289 364 653
25-up 258 927 1185
TOTAL 2045 2733 4778
Source: Administrative Village of Sirnarasa, 1981.
Including kasepuhan people in the village 
of Sirnarasa.
Even in the former kampung g ed e, the kasepuhan lived as a 
group but this does not mean that the kampung gede and the rest
of the kampung maintain mutually exclusive relations. Relations
0between kasepuhan people and the other inhabitants in the 
village are very close. Many work together as farm labourers on 
the rubber plantation of Sangiang.
In the village of Sirnarasa, according to the official 
census, virtually everyone is Moslem (see: Figure II).
Figure II
Religion of People in the 
Village of Sirnarasa
RELIGION FOLLOWERS
Islam 4775
Christian 3
Source: Administrative Village of Sirnarasa, 1981.
Including kasepuhan people.
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Even though the kasepuhan overtly accept Islam in their lives, 
they firmly retain their ancestral way of life which they call 
tatali paranti karuhun (the ancestral way of life). Living 
according to adat creates differences, however, between kasepuhan 
people and the rest of the inhabitants in the village of 
Sirnarasa.
For the most part, the children of the kasepuhan who go to 
school do not continue beyond the third grade. One reason was 
explained by Ki Mardjuhi:
"...as soon as they get their education, our younger 
generation here will come back to our traditional 
way of life which has been determined by our ancestors, 
such as plowing in the sawah or ladang. So why must 
they stay in the classroom for 6 years. It would be 
better if they practise their job as soon as possible 
to help their parents."
The level of education among the younger generation in the 
village of Sirnarasa is shown in Figure III.
Figure III
Level of Education of the Younger 
Generation in the Village 
of Sirnarasa
Those not Primary Junior Senior
attending School High High
school (SD) School School
(SLP) (SLA)
60 1063 15 -
Source: Administrative Village of Sirnarasa, 1981.
SLP is in the Sub-District of Cisolok, and SLA is in 
Pelabuhan Ratu. In the Administrative Village of 
Sirnarasa there are 5 SD (primary school) and 6 
Madrasah (Islamic schools).
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The village head (Zurah) says that most of the 60 children who 
do not attend school are children of the kasepuhan people.
Until now, according to the village head, none of the children 
of the kasepuhan has finished studying at the SD level.
Kampung gede, as the centre of kasepuhan in the kampung 
Cisarua as of 1981 has a specific pattern of settlement (see: 
Figure IV, p. 13). This settlement pattern can be compared 
with the former kampung gede in kampung Sirnaresmi which I mapped 
in 1972 (see: Figure V, p. 14). The specific pattern of kampung 
gede in Cisarua is as follows. The sesepuh girang's house where 
his first wife lives is in the middle of the area. It is the 
point of orientation for all buildings in that kampung and is 
bigger than the others (1). In front of this house there is a 
small field or aZun-aZun (20). It is used for certain ceremonies 
and cultural performances. Across the field in front of the 
sesepuh g-irang's house is a meeting hall (3) which is used for 
annual meetings between the sesepuh girang and all his assistants. 
It is also used for major ceremonies such as the annual seren 
taun, and the circumcision ceremony. In the former kampung gede 
in Sirnaresmi, this meeting hall is on the right side of Ki 
Ardjo’s first wife’s house in front of the aZun-aZun. By con­
trast, in the present kampung gede in Cisarua, this meeting hall 
is on the right side of Ki Ardjo's second wife's house in front 
of the aZun-aZun. The different location of the meeting hall in 
kampung Cisarua and kampung Sirnaresmi is simply because of the 
terrain. In kampung Cisarua the land is hilly and creates
13
building problems, whereas in kampung Sirnaresmi the ground is 
level. Next to the sesepuh girang’s house is his second wife's 
house (2), which adjoins the theatre (4) where, on the 14th day
g
of each month, according to the Sundanese calender , there is a
9performance of Wayang gotek. All who occupy major positions 
within the inner portion of kampung gede in Cisarua always follow 
the sesepuh gbrang when he moves from one place to another.
Other followers of the kasepuhan may follow him to a new kampung 
gede but they must build a house at their own expense. The houses 
of these who occupy major positions within the specific pattern of 
kampung gede can be seen in this figure below:
Figure IV
The Specific Pattern of 
Kampung Gede in Cisarua, 1981
Norfn
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The Sundanese calendar is based on Avab-Jawa considerations. 
It is a 12 month year, i.e. Muharam (Sura), Sapar, Rabi'ul-awal 
(Mulud), Rabi'ul-akhir (Silih Mulud), Jumadil awal, Jumadil akhir, 
Rajab, Sja'ban (Rewah), Ramadhan (Puasa), Sjawal, Zulkaidah (Hapit) 
and Zulhijah (Rajagung). See: A. Prawirasuganda, 1964, Upatjara 
Adat di Pasundan_, Bandung, Penerbit Sumur Bandung, p. 115.
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Key:
1 . Sesepuh givang's first wife’s house;
2. Sesepuh girang's second wife's house;
3. Bale pevtemuccn (meeting room);
4. Ruang kesenian (theater);
5. Ki Mardjuhi's house; 6. Uhad's house;
7. Sumardja's house: 8. Ki Ahima's house;
9. Rachmat's house; 10. Achdi's house;
11. Anda's house; 12. Ardian's house;
13. Radi's house; 14. Nurdjinah's house;
15. Ki Sardjima's house; 16. Ki Dayong's house;
17. Lumbung Radi (rice shed) Sijimat;
18. Small rice shed; 19. lesung wmm (public rice mortar); 
20. Lapangan (field).
Figure V
The Specific Pattern of 
Kampung Gede in Sirnaresmi, 1972
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(The inked-in houses are those of the assistants of Ki Ardjo 
mentioned in Figure IV.)
9Wayang golek is a traditional form of puppet theater 
using 3 dimensional puppet. The heads, arms and hands are 
carved from wood and painted brightly. The clothes are made 
from batik cloth.
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In the village of Sirnarasa people earn their living 
almost entirely by sawah and ladang cultivation. Also, the 
mountain slope near the kampung are planted with cloves, 
bananas, avocado, lambo guava (jambu bigi) , cashew nuts and 
rubber trees. These provide additional income for people in 
Sirnarasa, who sell the products in Jakarta and Bogor. They 
also raise chickens, goats, sheep, dogs and buffalo, which are 
used by the people to plow the sawah.
The total area of the village of Sirnarasa is about 5000 
ha. The area of sawah is about 250 ha and dry land is about 
2248 ha. The dry land is exploited by people using ladang 
cultivation and the previously mentioned cash crops. Until 
now no census has been taken of land ownership in the village 
of Sirnarasa. However, the village head says that the average
size of land holding in the administrative village of Sirnarasa
0varies from about 0.5 ha to 4 ha.
In the former kampung gede in kampung Ciganas, about 3 km 
from present kampung gede in kampung Cisarua, there were about 
117 houses of the followers of kasepuhan. In each house there 
were one or two private lumbung padl, the size of which was re­
lated to a family’s wealth. There is also lumbung padl umum 
or public rice shed and each follower in the kampung must deliver 
bundles of rice in accordance with the abundance of his rice crop
Report of the Agricultural Extension Office, Administrat­
ive Subdistrict of Cisolok, 1980.
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(in practice, one-tenth of the amount of this harvest). The 
lumbung padi umum is commonly used by the followers of kasepuhan 
in times of scarcity before the harvest. The biggest lumbung 
padi umum is in kampung gede; its capacity is about 10 tons. It 
is called Si Jimat or amulet.
The kasepuhccn, especially in kampung gede and its surround­
ings still till sawdh in the traditional way. Nevertheless Ki 
Ardjo, as sesepuh girang, allows his followers who live far from 
kampung gede to till their sawah in new ways. In kampung gede 
and its surroundings these followers refuse to use the new 
varieties of rice seeds and pesticide. Their refusal is based 
on their belief that kampung gede is a holy area and also on 
their experience in that they never lack food and their sawah and 
ladang are free from plant disease.
1.3 The Historical Background of Kasepuhan
0
The historical information concerning the kasepuhan which 
I have obtained is that recounted orally by members of the 
kasepuhan and is a reflection of their views and beliefs. Ki 
Eyoh, the sesepuh kampung in Ciganas, has stated: "It has been
our firmly held belief that the oral tradition is more durable 
than the written". The consequence of this fact is that the 
members of kasepuhan do not fully remember the history of their 
ancestors. Thus when Ki Ardjo explains about his ancestors with 
regard to the kasepuhan’s past moves, he does not remember anyone 
earlier than Ki Warni and he can only explain his ancestral line­
age back to 1920.
17
According to Ki Ardjo the past movements of the kasepuhan 
were as follows: "The first sesepuh girang was Ki Warni". He
lived at kampung Lebaklarang in Southern Banten and he died in 
that kampung. Then Ki Ardjo says: "I no longer remember whom
he married. He is one of the ancestors of our community."
During his life Ki Warni had two sons, Ki Santayang and Ki Buyut 
Keon. The first son, Ki Santayang, had seven wives and now his 
descendants are spread throughout kampungs in Southern Banten, 
Southern Sukabumi and Bogor. The second son, who was called Ki 
Buyut Keon (though people usually call him Ki Buyut Ceboy) be­
came the second leader as sesepuh girang. He moved the kampung 
gede from kampung Lebaklarang to kampung Tegallumbu. His only 
son, Ki Arikin, became the third sesepuh girang.
Ki Mardjuhi relates that Ki Arikin had five children.
Their names were Ki Maslim (who lived in Lebaklarang), Ki Inay,
Ni Kandang (ni short for nini means "grandmother"),'Ki Jasiun 
(who lived in Tegallumbu and Ki Anca (who lived in Lebaklarang). 
According to Ki Ardjo, the most important of these ancestors was 
Ki Jasiun, the fourth child who lived in Tegallumbu. When his 
father died he succeeded him as sesepuh girang. In 1920 Ki Jasiun, 
as sesepuh girang, received a Wangsit (ancestral guidance given in 
a dream)^ to move the kampung gede from Tegallumbu to kampung 
Cicadas in the administrative village of Cikelat in Southern 
Sukabumi. Again, on his authority as sesepuh girangkampung gede 
was moved from kampung Cicadas to kampung Bojong Cisono in
^For further discussion of Wangsit, see: Chapter II.
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Southern Bauten. Ki Jasiun died in that kampung in 1937. He 
had one daughter, Ni Alna, and one son, Ki Rusdi.
According to Ki Ardjo, the most important of Ki Jasiun's 
children was his son, Ki Rusdi. When his father died he became 
the sesepuh girang. In 1942 under his leadership, kampung gede 
moved from Bojong Cisono to kampung Cicemet in the administrative 
village of Cikelat. Then, still under his leadership in 1957, 
kampung gede moved again from kampung Cicemet to kampung Cikelat, 
now known as kasepuhan Sirnaresmi. Ki Rusdi had two sons, one 
of whom died when he was still a baby. His two daughters were 
Ni Anom and Ni Anat. Ni Anom died in kampung Ciganas. She had 
married Ki Amas from kampung Ciomas in Bogor in 1931, after which 
Ki Amas was appointed by Ki Rusdi in his capacity as sesepuh 
girang to be one of the advisers of the kasepuhan. They had nine 
children, six sons and three daughters. The youngest daughter of 
Ki Rusdi, Ni Anat first married Hassan Basri, an amil or relig­
ious functionary of the administrative village of Cikelat. They 
had four children. Ni Anat divorced her husband and is now 
married to Ki Mardjuhi, secretary of the kasepuhan.
Ki Ardjo, the third child of Ki Rusdi, and now the central 
figure of kasepuhan, married four times. From his first marriage 
to Ni Yayat, a woman from kampung Cikelat, he had three children: 
a son Sutisna, a daughter Sukaetin and a second son Sudjati.
His second wife, Ni Sunah, was the daughter of the former vill­
age head (lurah) of Cikelat. She died in kampung Sirnarasa in 
1976. There were no children from this marriage. Ki Ardjo's
19
third marriage was to Ni Tarsih and they had three children: 
a son Sutjipta and two daughters Engkar Suhartini and Lia.
In his fourth marriage, Ki Ardjo wed Ni Sahini, by whom he had 
four children: two sons Epi and Eka, a daughter Etih and then
another son, Hendra (see: Figure VI: The genealogical line of 
the sesepuh girang, p. 20).
Ki Ardjo, as noted above, was the third child of Ki Rusdi. 
When his father died in 1960, he succeeded to his father's 
position as sesepuh gbvang. In 1974 he received a wangs'it to 
move the kampung gede from kampung Sirnaresmi to kampung 
Ciganas in the administrative village of Sirnarasa, known as 
kasepuhan Sirnarasa. Again in November 1981 under his authority 
kampung gede moved from kampung Ciganas to kampung Cisarua about 
3 km away.
When I asked why the kampung gede was moved, Ki Ardjo 
answered:
0
"That was the ancestors' order (parentah kavuhun). You 
see, we consider our social life today and in the 
future as already determined by the ancestors."
The other information I obtained about the movement of
kampung gede came from Ki Mardjuhi who diplomatically remarked:
"Perhaps the former kampung gede was crowded and the 
sesepuh givang needed a more suitable place. So 
kampung gede had to be moved to the new place".
But Bapak (father) S, Ki Ardjo's anak pibubudakan (follower),
whispered to me that: "Every Monday and Thursday night Ki Ardjo
does nyepi- or meditation and also fasts all day when he meditates.
Sometimes , S said, he does nyepb for a week in a special room
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The Genealogical Line of the Sesepuh Girang
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in his house or he goes to his ancestors' graves asking for 
guidance." At first he visits his father's grave and if he 
feels he does not get something he needs, he then goes to his 
grandfather's grave asking for guidance, and so on, tracing 
back his spiritual descent.
When Ki Ardjo, in his meditation, received a Wangsit that
he had to move from kampung Ciganas to kampung Cisarua, he saw
12a fast moving light go from mountain Sangiang to a certain 
place in kampung Cisarua. It meant that kampung gede had to 
be moved there. This Wangsit was received by Ki Ardjo at about 
12 p.m. on a Monday night at the end of November 1981. In 
kampung gede in Ciganas at that time sheep, goats, chickens and 
dogs became noisy. These sounds were interpreted as a sign that 
Ki Ardjo must move.
The next morning, Ki Ardjo called his secretary and all his 
advisers to discuss what happened the previous night. It was 
decided that Ki Ardjo must move according to the ancestor's 
order. Ki Ardjo requested that all sesepuh kampung, the secre­
tary and all his advisers be present at this meeting. They dis­
cussed the preparations for moving kampung gede. After this, all 
sesepuh kampung announced to their followers in their own kampung 
that they must help sesepuh girang move to the new settlement.
In the Javanese view of such a fast moving light, called 
Wahyu .. It is visualized in different shapes and forms a bright 
luminescence, a "star" but most often it is seen as a dazzling 
blue, green or white ball of light (andaru, pulung), streaking 
through the night sky. See: R.O'G. Anderson, 1972, The Idea
of Power in Javanese Culture, in Claire Holt (ed), Culture and 
Politics in Indonesia_, Ithaca and London, Cornell University 
Press, p. 16.
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On the first day that he moved, more than 300 people came 
spontaneously from various kampungs. It took only half a day 
to demolish and build again the houses of the sesepuh girang 
in the new settlement. Ki Ardjo moved from kampung Ciganas to 
kampung Cisarua, (the new kampung gede), about 3 km away. He 
moved on Wednesday night at about 12 midnight in the first week 
of December. During this time Ki Ardjo was in poor health.
Every day during the move more than 50 people came to Ciganas 
and Cisarua to work voluntarily to get the new settlement ready. 
(The movement of the site of kampung gede is shown in Figure 
VII.) According to S, Ki Ardjo knows that the final move of 
kampung gede will be to a certain place in one of the valleys at 
the foot of Mount Halimun. The name of that place is Lebak 
Sampay or Lebak Ngampar. "According to Ki Ardjo," S said, "it 
will become a beautiful city, kota gede, and many people will 
live there." "But before Ki Ardjo can reach there," S said,
"he must still move to several other places." Despite this, the 
recent movement of kampung gede was very significant since it is 
in the direction of Lebak Ngampar.
The final movement of kampung gede according to Ki Ardjo, 
must be connected with the Uga of Cisolok (uga is discussed in 
Chapter II) which states that: "The nation will be prosperous
and just when lebak eawene has been found."
There are some historical antecedents or parallels to the 
movement of kampung gede and the capital of the ancient Sundanese 
kingdom. According to the history of Sunda, the capital of the
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Moving the Site of Kampung Gede
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Sundanese kingdom moved several times. From the period of Galuh
(732) now known as the town of Ciamis, the capital moved to
Sanggala (1030), then to Pakuan Padjadjaran (1108) now known
as the town of Bogor, and yet again to Kawali (1475) now known
as the administrative subdistrict (kecamatan) of Kawali in the
regency of Ciamis. The last move before the kingdom fell as a
13result of the growth of Islamic power (1579) was to Bogor. 
Whether these movements of the capital of the ancient Sundanese 
kingdom can be explained on the basis of uga still needs further 
research. One thing that can be discussed is the similarity of 
the movement between kampung gede and the capital of the ancient 
Sundanese kingdom. The movement must have some connection with 
environmental conditions, because the Sundanese people at that 
time earned their living almost entirely by ladang cultivation."*' 
As ladang farmers, they moved from one place to another in 
accordance with the degree of fertility of the soil.
E. Ekadjati, 1980, Sejarah Sunda, in Edi Ekadjati, (ed),
Masyarakat dan Kebudayan Sunda3 Bandung, Pusat Ilmiah dan 
Pengembangan Regional, Jawa Barat.
14The sawah cultivation was brought out into the hinterland 
of West Java by the Dutch in about 1750. This was done in an 
attempt to settle the nomadic people who lived between Batavia 
and Bogor. The Governor-General, van Imhoff, opened up sawah 
cultivation in Cisarua (Bogor) by using Javanese from Tegal 
(Central Java). From this place the technique of sawah cultiv­
ation spread out to the surrounding areas of Sukabumi and South­
ern Banten. Now known as the regency of Rangkasbitung or Lebak, 
it was from here that the ancestors of kasepuhan came. See: 
Saleh Danasasmita, 1975, "Latar Belakang Sejarah Kuno dengan 
Padjadjaran", in Sejarah Jawa Barat3 Bandung, Proyek Penunjang 
Peningkatan Kebudayaan Nasional Propinsi Jawa Barat, p. 43.
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The movement of the Sundanese people from one place to the 
other also could be the result of volcanic eruptions and earth­
quakes. The area where they lived comprised most of the 
mountainous region of West Java, including the volcanoes 
Tangkubanparahu, Burangrang, Bukitunggul, Pangrango, Salak, 
Halimun, Patuha, Gede, Ceremai, Cikuray, Papandayan, Guntur, 
Galunggung and Malabar.
The other phenomenon necessary to a description of the 
historical background of kasepuhan is the movement of Islam into 
Banten. In 1526 Banten fell under Islamic influence and in 1576 
the capital of the Sundanese kingdom was destroyed by Islamic 
powers. In this way the road of Islamic expansion into the 
hinterland of West Java was widened. But there are groups of 
people in Southern Banten, such as the Baduy people and kasepuhan
in Southern Sukabumi, who still refuse to accept Islam. Per-
*haps such groups are descended from those loyal to the last 
Sundanese kingdom who escaped into the forest around Southern 
Banten and Southern Sukabumi, thus avoiding Islamic influence. 
Although kasepuhan have formally accepted the presence of Islam 
in their lives, they still firmly keep their older traditions.
The kasepuhan are convinced that their knowledge, skills 
and control of social and individual action (such as the organ­
ization of the life cycle ceremony, planting rice, building a 
house, and asking for rain) derive from their custom. In other 
words, adat organises all the patterns of life under the control
of the ancestors who dominate the universe.
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This view is personified in Ki Ardjo as foremost elder.
He is not only a respected leader, but is also considered by 
his followers the worldly representative of the ancestors. To 
his followers, Ki Ardjo is a central figure who guides kasepuhan 
in every way.
Chapter II
THE CONCEPT OF VGA
In this chapter I discuss the concept of uga and how it is 
used as the basis for interpretation of past, present and future 
events. Following this, I attempt to give some illustrations of 
particular uga among the Sundanese, and Ki Ardjo interpretat­
ions of them.
2.1 The Meaning and Techniques of Interpretation
Uga, as I have mentioned before, refers to the Sundanese 
belief that important events in one’s (future) social life are 
determined by the will of the ancestors. To Sundanese people a 
common way of explaining concepts is by using folk etymologies. 
As explained by HS from Bandung, uga comes from the words u and 
ga. U in Sundanese means "glorious" and ga means "vitality".
So the meaning of uga is a sort of glorious inspiration which is 
said to come from the ancestors and give vitality to the people 
who believe. The meaning of uga found in the Sundanese diction­
ary is: "tujuman nu aya patalina jeung parobahan penting3
babakuna parobahan kaayaan nagara atawa daerah; geus nepi kanu 
waktu anu ditujum ku karuhun" : Prophecy which is concerned with 
important change, especially change in the leadership of the 
state or region; and the timing of this change through the will 
of the ancestors.^ This prophecy points to change in the nagara
1Kamus Umum Basa Sunda, 1976, Di susus ku Lembaga Basa & 
Sastra Sunda, Bandung, Penerbit Tarate, p. 547.
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(state) and, for the Sundanese, refers to the power and auth­
ority of the leader. The nagara refers to the centre or
capital of a state (nagara) since the state is defined by its 
2centre. Thus, for example, nagara Padjadjaran refers to the 
kingdom of Padjadjaran and also to the centre of the kingdom 
itself, whereas daerah (region) refers to a part of the nagara.
A change in nagara affairs occurs when there is a lessening of 
the power and authority of the leader. This is indicated by 
social disorders or natural disasters, such as eruptions or 
earthquakes. Essentially this change implies a permanent 
struggle between the "Golden Age" and the "Age of Destruction". 
The Sundanese view of human history is as a process of oscill­
ation between these two ages. The other meaning of uga is that 
the time which is prophesized by the will of the ancestors has 
been reached. In this case uga can be seen as a process of 
socio-political change beyond the control of human*beings. It 
occurs because of the ancestors’ will (kodrat atom). The words 
kodrat atom mean that what is stated within the words of the uga 
then become a reality. As a tujuman (prophecy), uga can have 
many interpretations. This can be very frustrating for believ­
ers. Nevertheless for people who believe, uga provides guidance 
for daily life and a prophetic ideology for interpreting 
pertanda jaman (the signs of the time). It provides a hope that
2See: R. O'G. Anderson, 1972, The Idea of Power in
Javanese Culture, in Claire Holt (ed), Culture and Politics in 
Indonesia3 Ithaca and London, Cornell University Press, p. 16.
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important events, in future social life, will bring spiritual 
and material happiness.
It is very difficult to explain how uga was first applied 
among the Sundanese people. No Sundanese can give an explan­
ation. The Sundanese people now believe that the words of uga 
are a product of ancestral thought. The ancestors were able to 
see the whole perspective of human history. So, to the Sundan­
ese, uga is a fundamental belief formulated in words and always 
pointing to future events. The ancestors give guidance to 
people facing the process of change now and in the future. The 
two terms which refer to ancestors’ guidance are called, in 
Sundanese, il-apat and wangsit.
iZapat, meaning ancestral orders or ancestral guidance, is 
received in the form of a dream obtained through meditation; it 
is a private revelation. If, then, that iZapat is announced by 
the recipient, its contents are of public interest. This 'll-apat 
then becomes a wangsit. It is also possible, for example, for a 
king to speak directly to his people, giving guidance in facing 
future events. This is also called a Wangsit. So wangsit means 
ancestral orders or ancestral guidance expressed publicly, 
whereas iZapat is much more private.
There is an important wangsit (guidance) held by the whole 
Sundanese people. This wangsit is called the Wangsit SiZiwangi 
(the guidance of Siliwangi). SiZiwangi is a title given to Sri 
Baduga Maharadja, a past king of Sunda (Padjadjaran kingdom), 
known as Prabu SiZiwangi. The Wangsit SiZiwangi contains the 
message and guidance of Prabu Siliwangi to his people given
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before he left this earthly world (ngahyang). According to HS 
from Bandung, the Wangsit Siliwangi is not a direct expression 
or statement by Prabu Siliwangi. It is the expectation created 
by people who "believe they can communicate with the spirit of 
Prabu Siliwangi". Nobody knows who was the first to make the 
Wangsit Siliwangi known publicly. "I heard this wangsit in 
1929", said EB of Bandung. There are several versions of Wangsit 
Siliwangi in West Java, but the meaning is basically the same.
In this study, the version of Wangsit Siliwangi takes the form
3 4of a kidung which until now has only been transmitted orally.
(The part of the Wangsit Siliwangi involving uga will be dis­
cussed later in the section on the uga.)
When interpreting words found in uga, people traditionally 
use two techniques: they look for synonyms and similarities
between words, and they also use a technique called kirata basa.
By similarities between words I mean, for exafhple, that 
"virgin" can refer to either oawene or parawan. The words oawene 
or parawan also embody other concepts which are general and apply 
to conditions in daily life. For example, oawene or parawan can 
be interpreted as "younger generation" or "new social force"
3Kidung means tembang (sung). These are literary forms 
based on perennially popular legends and romances of indigenous 
and foreign origin (kakawih) which have given rise to the rich 
mythology of characters and tales on Java. The tembang took form 
in the latter part of the East Javanese period (thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries AD). These and other verses of historical, 
didactic and encyclopaedic content reflect the Hindu-Islam- 
Javanese world view. See: Margaret J. Kartomi, 1973, Mantjapat 
Songs in Central and West Java, Canberra, Monash University in 
Association with the Faculty of Asian Studies and ANU Press.
^For this transcription of Wangsit Siliwangi3 I am indebted 
to Bapak M from Bogor, 1981.
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which will build better conditions for social life. It can 
have any other meaning which is closely equivalent to those 
words and can be interpreted according to the interpreter’s 
intentions.
Another way of interpreting is called kirata basa. It is 
a way of interpreting names, places, events and things by 
dividing the word into roots or morphemes. The divisions can 
be interpreted or can be given meaning according to the inter­
preter’s intentions. If these lexical divisions do not suit the 
interpreters, they will put them aside and new morphemes will be 
added to achieve a meaning congruent with the interpreter’s 
intentions. For example, the word Sunda, according to OD from 
Ciamis, comes from the word Sun and da. Sun originally comes 
from the word ingsun meaning "spirit which gives life to the 
body". Da comes from the word va (in Sundanese grammar it is 
possible to interchange the sounds of r, d and 1 according to van 
der Tuuk’s law) meaning "holy" or "to give respect". So, the 
meaning of Sunda is the "holy spirit which gives life to the 
body".
I now give some illustration of varieties of uga which 
exist among the Sundanese, using what I have heard from some 
respected elders in Bandung, Sukabumi, Bogor and Ciamis. Then 
I will analyse the ancestors’ orders and guidance in the parts 
of Wangsbt Siliwangb that people believe are relevant to present
social conditions in Indonesia.
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2.2 The Uga Among the Sundanese
The uga that I will discuss here concerns people's belief 
that there is a close association between it and the future life 
of this country. Every uga that exists among the Sundanese is 
geographically specific and exists in a former centre of power 
of the Sundanese kingdom such as Uga Galuh (Ciamis), Uga 
Sumedang, Uga Banten, Uga Bandung, etc.
I will illustrate the above discussion. Eb, a respected 
elder among the people in Bandung, told me:
"Remember", he said, "now the time is drawing near 
because we see today a situation in which human 
morals are depraved. This world must find stability 
in what is outside the control of human beings. In 
such a process as this, we have to be careful because 
the whole country will be in confusion. Many people 
will die, disease will spread, rivers overflow, earth­
quakes occur, eruptions take place, Zumbung will be 
empty. This situation is revealed purposely by our 
ancestors in the uga. This revelation will make it 
easier for honest people who believe to undertake the 
task of restoration. Their belief in uga will also 
help to keep them safe. According to uga the'duty 
to rebuild the whole country, after such destruction, 
will be given firstly to the descendants of the 
former kingdom of Galuh (Ciamis), followed by the 
descendants of the former kingdom of Sumedang. If 
descendants of both of these former kingdoms work 
together, then they will be followed by a mass social 
movement. The meaning of Galuh, and Sumedang in uga 
are as follows: Galuh is similar to galih and refers
to a "strong personality". Sumedang comes from the 
words su and medang. Su may be transformed into 
ingsun by adding morphemes Ing and n to refer to the 
meaning of the spirit of man or spirit which gives 
life to the body and medang means emanate, like the 
sun's rays. Ingsun-medang then carries the meaning 
of spirit of man (roh) which is shining and with the 
addition of Galuh forms a strong personality. Such 
a personality, as this, will be followed by people".
In this interpretation, both similarities and kirata basa
are used concurrently. The meaning of the above uga, according
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to this interpretation, is concerned with moral teachings, such 
as the wise and strong personality which must be possessed by 
the people, and especially by their leader, in social life. 
Bapak AKD, of Sukabumi (1981) writes:
"When I heard that Mount Kendeng had erupted in 1980,
I was very happy. The uga, as I know it, had pointed 
towards such an event. In this case, I hope what 
people call adil-makmur (prosperous and just) will 
exist not only in words but in reality. The eruption 
of Mount Kendeng has close association with what 
people call Uga Ka u a s e n and some of the parts of that 
uga are as follows:
"In the future, the man who becomes a king in 
this country will have these characteristics: 
i.e. he will use old and dirty clothes. He 
will eat on a plate made from a piece of 
coconut shell and he comes from Mount Surandil.
He will bring a flag made from bananas leaf".
"But then, once the nation has been founded will 
come robbers to Kawasen from Panulisan."
"On Mount Kendeng there are many gulampit trees.
Parts of these trees (from their centre to the 
roots) can be made into canoes. These c^n be 
used in the time of flood and the other parts 
of these trees can be used as poles for the 
mosque."
Bapak AKD's interpretation of the above uga is as follows:
"Who will become a king in this country will observe 
the simple life of the people. The words "simple 
life" are symbolized by the words ".. old and dirty 
clothes and a plate made from a part of a coconut 
shell and a flag made from dried banana leaf". The 
words of Surandil come from sura and adil. Sura 
meaning 'voices’ or 'sounds' and adil meaning 
'justice'. Surandil means the 'voices of justice'.
So this king will provide 'social justice'.
In the second part of this Uga Kawasen: "When the
nation has been founded there will come robbers to 
Kauasen. In this case 'robbers' means 'rebellion' 
against the nation and the word Panulisan is not the 
name of a kampung or village, but in this case is the 
symbolic term for the people involved in that rebell­
ion who are intellectuals. Their writings are very 
influential." "This must be the rebellion of Commun­
ists in 1965."
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"There are many gatumpit trees, in the third part of 
Uga Kawasen. Now these trees have all been 
destroyed. But the word ’canoes’ in this case 
symbolizes human lives and ’flood’ means large 
rebellion. In such chaotic times, human lives will 
be saved by belief in the uga."-*
These uga concentrate on the future leader’s role in 
maintaining social justice but the leader must also understand 
poverty and be close to the people in their daily lives. An 
understanding and friendly leader makes people happy and not 
frightened. This is the ideal type of leader, according to the 
Uga Kawasen. The word Kawasen, in fact, has a double meaning. 
First it is the name of a place, now known as the administrat­
ive subdistrict of Banjarsari in the regency of Banjar. A long 
time ago, according to people’s belief, this area was under the 
authority of Sembah DaZem Kawasen. His grave is now in the 
kampung Kiara Rambay, in the administrative village of Cicapar,
on the Cikawasen river. In the holy or "great" days of Islam,
0
many people come to that grave to ask blessing or to do nyepb 
(meditation). Before people come into the graveyard, they must 
wash their body in the Cikawasen river. The second meaning of 
Kawasen is "power" or "authority". The word kawasen comes from 
the original word kakawasaan meaning "power" or "authority".
Another kind of uga, Uga Galunggung (Galuh) is:
Kudjang (Weekly in Sundanese language), Bandung, 24 July 
and 7 August 1981, no 1253 and 1255, Taun ka XXVI.
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"Sundanese will have high status and respectability 
(nanjung) if a kind of light streaking through the 
night sky {pulung) from Mount Galunggung comes down 
to the earth."
Pulung meaning "light" whether in Sundanese or Javanese. The 
word galunggung comes from original words galuh nu agung 
meaning "the greatest personality" or "strong personality".
So according to this Uga, those Sundanese from whom the holy 
light shines (and forms a strong personality) can be leaders.
Another kind of uga is the Uga Bandung, which is a slight 
variation on the above uga:
"The Sundanese will have high status and respectability 
(nanjung) when someone who has remained aloof (pundung) 
from the Cikapundung river returns."
The word pundung means to remain aloof or to go silently be­
cause of disappointment arising from something that has happened 
to a particular person. In this uga the word pundung is used to
depict the destruction of true Sundanese self-esteem. So this
0
uga indicates a set-back for the Sundanese people. What have 
been the major pundung for the Sundanese people? According to 
HS, the major pundung for the Sundanese was the loss of their 
idealism. According to HS, we have to look back in the history 
of the Sundanese kingdom, to when Prabu Siliwangi left the real 
world; this was a kind of pundung. The kingdom was then com­
pletely destroyed by the Islamic powers from Banten, after 
which it was ruled by tyrannical kings. Their kingdom was 
destroyed because the Sundanese lost guidance in their lives 
and their self-esteem. If this self-esteem and idealism were 
to exist in every Sundanese, great leaders would arise in this
country.
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The Uga Banten, traditionally called Uga Cisolok, says:
"The nation will be prosperous (kertarahardj a), if 
lebak oawene (virgin land) is found."
Lebak means "lowland" as opposed to l■andeuh which means "high­
land". Cawene is the Bantenese term for parawan or "virgin" 
in English. So lebak oawene means "virgin lowland". Tradit­
ionally, people in west Java just call it, "virgin land", which 
will bring all people happiness.
As mentioned before, the words oawene or parawan are 
symbolic terms applying to social conditions in daily life.
These words can be interpreted as a new life movement which 
brings better conditions in social life. Some people have also 
interpreted "virgin land" to mean "holiness of life". "Virgin" 
meaning "holy" and "land" meaning "life". (Agriculture is the 
main form of livelihood in this society so "land" means "life".)
Now, let us discuss with some illustration the words found 
in Wangsit Siliwangi as it is the people’s belief that these 
words are the ancestors’ orders and guidance in daily life. It 
should be noted that this particular Wangsit is the only one 
held by the entire population (with some variations in interpret­
ation). The following are some parts of Wangsit Siliwangi. The 
kasepuhan and some other Sundanese believe that this ancestral 
guidance is related to contemporary social conditions in 
Indonesia.^
The translation of the Wangsit Siliwangi into English is 
not a literal one but is intended to facilitate the discussion. 
For the whole original of the Wangsit Siliwangi; see: the
appendix A; and for the whole of its translations; see: the
appendix B.
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2.3 The Interpretation of Wangsit Siliwangi
One part of Wangs'lt Siliwangi (WS) states:
Eyang Prabu says:
"Listen to me.
Those who will still follow me,
Go to the South.
Those who want to return 
To the city we left,
Go to the North.
Those who will be loyal 
To the Victors,
Go to the East.
Those who will follow their desires 
Go to the West." (WS: Stanza; 10 & 11).
To the Sundanese people "South" means "sacred". The term
pakidulan (Southern area) means "sacred area". Due to this
fact the people believe the Southern area of West Java (that is
the areas of Southern Banten, Southern Sukabumi, Southern Ciamis
and Southern Garut) to be a sacred place full of magical powers.
They believe it to be the place from which Prabu Siliwangi left
the real world. The directions of North, South, West and East
can also be interpreted as symbolic terms for the Sundanese
representing the human character. For example, "South" can
represent "strong will". In the wangsit above, the statement:
"Those who will still follow me go to the South" can mean that
only people who have "strong will" fight continuously for the
glory of the spirit of Sunda.
"North" can represent "no self-confidence". That is, 
people who have no self-confidence are always worried, doubtful, 
hesitant and most importantly lack the spirit of Sundanese 
idealism or holiness. As quoted earlier, the wangsit states 
that "Those who want to return to the city we left, should go
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to the North." But in another part of the wangsit there is the 
statement "those who go to the North will not find the city 
they left." According to HS, this illustrates the 
characteristic of the North; a lack of self-fulfillment. As 
HS from Bandung remarked: "If these people become leaders,
they are only puppets for other powers," as indicated in other 
parts of the Wangsit Sitiwangi:
"Now let us go.
But do not look back.
Those who go
To the North, listen.
The city that you left,
You will not find anymore.
It is only a field that you will find.
Most of your descendants
Will become commoners.
If there are any who are to be leaders,
They will get high positions.
But will not have power and authority.
Some time in the future.
Many people will come to you.
They will come from far away.
People who suffer
And people whom you made to suffer.
You must be vigilant." (WS: Stanza; 17-19)
"East" as HS explained, in the context of the Wangsit Sitiwangi 
means "expectation" and "vitality". Sundanese people inter­
preted the East in geographical terms to include Central and 
East Java. In this connection it is worth noting that since 
independence the leaders of this country have been predomin­
antly Javanese. This must be the result of their great vitality. 
Only people who have great vitality could maintain the country.
It means "glory" is in their hands. But the other parts of 
Wangsit Siliwangi remark:
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"Listen, all of you.
Those who stay in the East,
You must understand and be conscious of 
The glory that is with you.
Your descendants in the future,
Will be the leaders of all people.
But you must understand,
You will be progressively powerless.
There will be civil disorder.
Let those who want to,
Go to the East.
But you must remember that this disorder will come"
(WS: Stanza; 12 & 13).
"West" means "wise". This type of character can guide or
advise people in times of confusion, such as a political crisis
or social disorder, as stated in parts of the Wangsit Siliwangi:
"Those who go to the West 
Find the foot print, ^
The foot print of Ki Sancang.
So your descendants at some time in the future,
Will become advisers to your family 
And to other people" (WS: Stanza; 14).
In the Wangsit Siliwangi there is also ancestral guidance
which is concerned with more practical and current matters,
such as the ideal-type of leader, as illustrated in the
following parts of Wangsit Siliwangi:
"If all of you are 
Loyal to me,
Then it is forbidden to me 
To allow you 
To suffer lives 
Of poverty and hunger.
Ki Sacang is short for Kiansantang, the son of Prabu 
Siliwangi, who tried to influence his father to become a Moslem 
but his father refused. Then his father went to nyepi (medit­
ation) in a certain place in the Southern part of West Java 
until he left the real world.
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"All of you must choose
Your future lives.
By creating better lives,
It will be possible to found
The new Padjadjaran kingdom" (WS: Stanza; 6 & 7).
In the above parts of the Wangsit Siliwangi the wise king 
of Sunda is depicted in a state of confusion, so that he lets 
the people choose another ruler who can bring them better 
lives. He resigns as a king and goes to nyepi (meditation) at 
a certain place in a southern area of West Java (people believe 
either Southern Banten, Southern Sukabumi, Southern Ciamis or 
Southern Garut) until he leaves the real world. The statement 
also contains a moral teaching for any leader of this country: 
that if he can no longer do good, he must resign from his 
position to let another take it, and thus give the people in 
the country a chance to obtain better conditions.
According to Bapak HS, the Wangsit Siliwangi also gave some 
information which is relevant to social condition today. The 
following are some parts of the Wangsit Siliwangi related to 
present social conditions, as Bapak HS explained to me:
"This king will not be established.
He will be a tyrant.
He will forbid the doors to be opened.
And likewise that they be closed.
There will be waterspouts in the streets.
A crow will call in a aaringin tree.
This black king,
Will not care that crocodiles
And wild cats
And thousands and thousands of monkeys
Steal human property.
But then will come those who criticize the king 
for such a situation.
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The black king will not punish the animals.
But he will punish those who criticize him.
And then,
This blind tyrant will have more and more followers.
He will order people to pay homage to idols
This will be evil leadership.
Those who plow will not be the right men.
They will not be farmers.
They will govern as they like.
They will never fulfill a promise.
Their plans will be complicated.
That is why the rice grain will be empty of seed.
Also cotton plants will not bear fruit.
Planting rice without rules,
Much of it will be wasted.
The rice steamers will always be empty,
Because, of those who do the farming,
Most will be deceivers.
Those who do the farming,
They will be clever men.
But they will be arrogant.
Suddenly, children with beards appear.
They come in time,
Wearing worn out bags.
The sky will become reddish.
Smoke will come from burning things.
Again they will not hear the warning.
Then the king will capture those who bear warning.
All those who warn will be arrested.
All these children with beards (WS: Stanza; 48-55).
All parts of the wangsit above depict a confused situation 
which seems to bear close association with the social condit­
ions of today. In the Wangsit Siiiwangi, the words: "The
king forbids that the doors be opened and likewise that they 
be closed"; and "There are waterspouts in the streets" symbol­
izes a situation of confusion and unrest. Bapak HS, explained 
to me that these same words could describe the social confusion 
today. In the Wangsit, corruption and manipulation are symbol­
ized by certain kinds of animals, such as crocodiles, wild cats
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and thousands and thousands of monkeys. The difficulties of 
agricultural management are depicted by the words: "rice is
empty of seed" and "cotton plants do not bear fruit". A para­
llel situation can be seen in the agricultural crisis of 1969
gto 1971, as described by Richard W. Franke (1974). The words 
"come up children with beards" mean that the young generation 
tries to control or criticize the crisis situation but the 
king does not heed them. On the contrary all these members of 
the younger generation are arrested by the king. These words can 
also be used to symbolize the many student demonstrations in 
recent times.
Wangsit Siliwangi indicates that, in a future, social change 
in Indonesia will social confusion, such as civil war, earth­
quakes, eruptions and other natural disasters, as a result of 
which many people will die. As Bapak EB explained in the 
earlier pages, this situation was revealed purposely by our
"...One critic of the program asserted privately that one 
of the German Companies was spraying onto the field and into 
canals the very chemical that had previously killed millions of 
fish in the Rhine, but the government never investigated this 
charge. Above and beyond all the stories and complaints, one 
fact was evident: farmers were not repaying the loans they had
been granted... Continuing reports of unsatisfactory harvests 
were added to stories of inefficiency and corruption. Even in 
the best agricultural areas, harvests had fallen off from 2.5 
tons per acre in 1965 to 2 tons per acre in 1968-69; in many 
regions crops were almost entirely lost because pesticides and 
fertilizers never arrived... Their optimistic plans and programs 
have created human suffering and promise more of the same. Per­
haps solution will come, not from the development experts, but 
from the small farmers and landless laborers of Java." See: 
Richard W. Franke, 1974, "Miracle Seeds and Shattered Dreams in 
Java", in Natural History Magazine The American Museum of Natural 
History, January, pp. 223-22 .
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ancestors, so it will be easy for people to inherit the ancest­
ors’ task of restoring the world from chaos. In a situation such 
as this, the spirit of Sunda will exist to rebuild the whole 
country from the destruction of war. This situation is depicted 
in the parts of Wangsit Sitiwangi as follows:
"First there will be excitement in the kitchens.
From the kitchens it will spread to the villages.
From the villages it will spread to the country.
Stupid people will become insane.
Then the fighting rebels will be helped
By the budak buncireung (children who have big stomachs).
They will fight with enthusiasm,
Fighting for their inheritance.
Greedy, they will want as much as possible,
And then those who were not greedy will ask for more.
Everyone will demand more than
Their share.
The ones who are wise will remain uninvolved.
They will just watch.
But even so they are involved.
Those who fight will stop.
Then all of them will become conscious
That nobody has anything.
The inheritance will have been given up.
Given to the people who keep things.
Given to the pawn-brokers.
All demons will be hidden.
Those who fight will become worried,
Because of the destruction of the nation.
9Then the people will look a shepherd with 
A house on the edge of a river.
Its roof will be of handeuteum leaves.
Its door will be made from a stone as high as a man. 
Its poles will be hanjuang trees.
But the shepherd will have moved away.
9
The term for "shepherd" is budak angon; "children who 
have big stomachs" is budak buncireung; and the "children- 
with-beard" is budak janggotan. All these Sundanese terms 
are used in the Wangsit Sitiwangi.
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Truly, they will need that shepherd 
As an antidote.
But the shepherd will have acted,
Together with the children with beards.
They will have moved to the other place - 
Moved to lebak cawene (virgin land).
Which will leave only the crow.
This crow will call.
It will call in a tree trunk.
Eyang Prabu says:
'Listen to me,
Times will change again'.
Time will change.
You will see later.
If Mount Gede erupts
And is followed by seven other mountains,
This universe will be in a state of disturbance.
The Sundanese will be greeted respectfully.
Reality will exist.
The Sundanese will forgive what happened earlier,
All will become right.
The nation will be united
And there will be victory again.
Because the Ratu Adil will come 
In reality.
This will be a real Ratu Adit.
Who is that Ratu Adit'l 
From whence will he come?
You will know later.
Now just find him.
He must be a shepherd.
That is my guidance.
To all of you.
This guidance must be pure.
Now just go and act upon it.
Do not look back
If you do not want to have a bad effect" (WS: Stanza; 62-72).
It is interesting that in most uga and also in the Wangsit 
Siliwangi the words budak janggotan (children with beard), budak 
angon (shepherd) and budak bunciveung (children having a big 
stomach) and also lebak cawene (virgin land) are mentioned 
repeatedly. TP explained the words budak janggotan can be
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interpreted as "adult" people (implied by having a beard).
Then, TP says, according to an interpretation of Wangsit 
Siliwangi and uga, there are three categories of members of the 
younger generation: firstly, budak janggotan (children with
beards) - these words are said to symbolize the "younger gener­
ation" in general, including high school and university stu­
dents; secondly, budak angon (shepherd) which can mean the 
people who give leadership and guidance to budak janggotan 
(children with beards); thirdly, budak buncireung (children 
having a big stomach). This latter term is symbolic of the 
"thinkers". The group of thinkers supply ideas to the budak 
janggotan and budak angon. These three groups are the "young 
generation" who will restore this country and eradicate the 
mismanagement of former leaders. It is they who will bring the 
people to a better way of life (i.e. if lebak oawene has been 
f ound).
The term budak (children) in the above Wangsit Siliwangi 
and uga is used by TP to explain what is happening socially, 
politically and economically in this country at the present 
time. He says:
"Let us look at the historical facts. During the inde­
pendence period, let's say a man about 40 is never called 
'young' any longer. In that time Sukarno became Presi­
dent at the age of about 40; Hatta became Vice President 
at about 38; Sjahrir became Prime Minister at about 38; 
and many other leaders at that time were under 40 years 
of age. But now, that I am more than 40 people still 
call me 'young leader'. The big problem now here in our 
country is that the socio-political system does not run 
smoothly. So, the post 45's generation today, even 
though they are more than 40, are still called the 
'young generation'. Furthermore, in this case, the 
word budak (children) means 'young generation'.
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So in accordance with these ideas, uga, for Sundanese 
people, can be used as a tool for the reinterpretation of a 
situation which is considered confusing. In such a situation, 
the whisperings of the old people, who know about uga and its 
interpretation, spread when the population is facing disorder.
Now let us discuss Ki Ardjo's interpretation of the words of
uga.
2.3 Ugg in Ki Ardjo’s Interpretation
Ki Ardjo analyses the words of uga in a very concrete 
fashion. To Ki Ardjo the words of uga are the holy promise of 
the ancestors. As a spiritual leader, Ki Ardjo tries to ful­
fill all of the ancestral orders through his meditation or by 
visiting sacred places such as the hallowed graves of the 
ancestors, by making offerings (sasajen) to the ancestors, by 
fasting and performing ritual ceremonies. He is prohibited 
(pamali) from changing customs. As he said:
"I cannot change the ancestors' orders. What the old 
people (ancestors) say to me is a kind of holy 
message (amanat) that must be realized (in his 
terms: digugu ditiru)."
So, to Ki Ardjo and all the kasepuhan people the amanat 
karuhun (ancestral orders) form their outlook on the creation of 
an ideal order and a harmonious life. As a result, the social 
life of kasepuhan is relatively static. Tradition to them is 
normative and Ki Ardjo as sesepuh girang (foremost elder) in­
tends to continue these customs. By seeing tradition as 
normative he seeks to realize, in the future, the glory of the
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past Sundanese kingdom. In this way, Ki Ardjo, tries to main­
tain permanent communication with the ancestors and in doing 
so, he always receives the ilapat or wangsit, which he needs in 
order to realize uga.
The section of the Wangsit Siliwangi that directs Sundan­
ese to go to the South, North, East or West is believed to be 
the last message of Sri Baduga Maharaja, now known as Prabu 
Siliwangi  ^ before he left the real world.
According to Sundanese belief, this guidance was given in 
Bogor, the last capital of the Sundanese kingdom. To Ki Ardjo, 
it is a holy message and he has remained loyal to it, staying 
in the Southern area of Sukabumi waiting for the coming of 
kodrat alam^or "natural orderly” and ready to realize the 
ancestors' orders.
Ki Ardjo does not analyse the meaning of "south” symbol­
ically as "strong will” but simply as one of the ancestors' 
orders. The southern area of Sukabumi, he believes, is a 
sacred place, full of magical powers. People who stay around 
Pelabuhan Ratu also believe that Pvabu Siliwangi left the real 
world from Mount Sanghiang^ near the village of Sirnarasa 
today, where Ki Ardjo saw a rapidly moving light go to a certain
If what is stated in the uga become a reality, it is 
called kodrat alam "the fulfillment of the natural order".
^The term Sangiang comes from Sanghyang, which is made 
up of two words sang and hyang. The word sang means "divine" 
and hyang means "holy".
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place in the kampung Cisarua. This was the sign in 1981 that 
prompted Ki Ardjo to move there.
Another part of Wangslt Siliwangi states:
MTo all my village's friends.
To all my family who have the same ideal,
To all people who are always on the alert.
You will hear at midnight, in some future time,
A sound which is audible from the mountain of Halimun.
It is the sound of rice mortars striking each other
(tutunggulan) .
This (tutunggulan) is the sign that
All of your descendants are being visited
By those who will be married in lebak.
Marry in lebak cawene (virgin land).
Don't waste the time,
Because the lake will be destroyed" (WS: Stanza; 15 & 16).
This message reminds those who stay in the Southern area that 
they will be called by the ancestors sometime in the future. 
Creation is symbolized by being "married in lebak cawene". But 
Ki Ardjo does not analyse lebak cawene (virgin land) as the 
symbolic term for "new social conditions". To him lebak cawene 
is a concrete place which he must find in accordance with his 
ancestors' orders. He believes that lebak cawene will bring all 
people happiness.
The movements of Ki Ardjo are closely associated with a 
folk-tale of the people surrounding Pelabuhan Ratu in the Cisolok 
region: if, in the future, the people who live in the forest
return to village existence, then Pelabuhan Ratu will become a 
big and modern port in West Java. A big storehouse will be 
built near the kampung Batu Kendit. Large canals will be built 
from Mount Tangkilan through kampung Cikendit to Pelabuhan Ratu. 
Kampung Cikendit, Cibolang and Cikiara will become centres of
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social activity. In Cibolang there will be built a large 
building and from this building one will be able to see the 
scenery of the Pelabuhan Ratu and its surroundings. Further­
more Lebak Sampay or Lebak Ngampar will become a beautiful city 
and will become part of the hinterland of Pelabuhan Ratu.
The relationship between Wangsit Siliwangz, the Uga Cisolok 
and the folk tradition among people in Pelabuhan Ratu (Cisolok), 
depicts what people believe will happen in the future in that 
region.
As a spiritual leader, Ki Ardjo tries to fulfill all of the 
ancestors’ orders materially. So all the activities of Ki 
Ardjo today focus on making offerings to the ancestors. I will 
now briefly outline, the important ceremonies in the kasepuhan.
2.4 Ceremonial Cycles in the Kasepuhan
I will mention all the ceremonies in the kasepuhan, in 
broad outline, to illustrate how the kasepuhan is dependent on 
the ancestors for maintaining order and harmony amongst its 
members.
Traditionally, in kasepuhan, before an important occasion 
(before Ki Ardjo decides the date of plowing, harvesting or 
circumcizing in the kampung gede the centre of kasepuhan), Ki 
Ardjo visits his ancestors’ graves to ask for a blessing. On 
any one visit he may have to go to a succession of the graves 
in order to receive what he feels is adequate advice. First, he 
goes to his father's grave in kampung Sirnaresmi. Then if he 
feels that he has not received the guidance he needs, he goes
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to his grandfather's grave in kampung Tegallumbu, and so on, 
until he receives the guidance that he requires. He visits 
his ancestors' graves commonly on Monday. Sometimes he spends 
a night beside the ancestor's grave. His first act on visit­
ing a grave is to say the doa conit or "pardon prayer":
"Pardon me deity of the sky 
Deity of the underworld 
All divine creatures in this universe 
All kinds of spirits 
Deity of a dry-leaf 
Who stay in this earth."
After he says this prayer, Ki Ardjo asks the ancestor of the
particular grave for guidance in his decisions as the sesepuh
girang. For example, he might ask:
"Mother, father 
I come here
To ask for your guidance 
When is the best date 
To start plowing?"
Then, he meditates for a while and after that he sprinkles
12offerings consisting of seven kinds of flowers and water onto 
the grave. After that Ki Ardjo returns home and he continues 
meditating in his special room until he receives the ancestor's 
guidance. Once guidance is received, he invites all his advisers 
and his secretary to discuss what has to be done to follow that 
guidance.
According to Sundanese belief, "flowers" means "goodness" 
in this life. So "seven kinds of flowers" means hidup (vitality), 
kekuatan (strength), penglihatan (vision), pendengaran (sense of 
hearing), pevkataan (word), perasaan (feeling) and kemauccn 
(willing). See: A. Prawirasuganda, 1964, Upatjara Adat di
Pasundan, Bandung, Penerbit Sumur Bandung, p. 15.
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For the kasepuhan, agriculture is the main source of 
livelihood. In such a community, every stage of the agricult­
ural cycle is followed by a ceremony asking for the blessing 
and guardianship of the ancestors. By doing this the people 
in the kasepuhan hope their harvest will be successful. All 
kasepuhan people start plowing sawah or working ladang on the 
same day, after they receive orders from Ki Ardjo as sesepuh 
girang. Before they start their work there is a ceremony called 
upaoara sasarap. This ceremony indicates that it is time to 
start sawah and ladang activities among the kasepuhan. In 
kampung gede this ceremony is led by the sesepuh girang. The 
same ceremony is held simultaneously in every kampung under 
kasepuhan authority, each led by its sesepuh kampung. In this 
ceremony the sesepuh girang and the sesepuh kampung meditate in 
one of the sawah or ladang areas. Each sesepuh kampung then 
burns a little incense, which was previously given out by the 
sesepuh girang. The leader of the ceremony says:
"Pardon me deity of the sky 
Deity of the underworld 
All divine creatures in the universe 
All kinds of spirits 
Deity of a dry-leaf 
Who stay in this earth."
Then the leader of the ceremony says:
"Mother, father 
I ask your protection 
That Nyl Sri13 be 
Safe from dangerous things.
Give me blessing for this prayer 
For all happiness."
13Ny Srz (traditionally called Dewi Sri by people in West 
Java) is the personification of rice. The full name is Dewi 
Sri Pohatji Ratna Inten Purnama Alam Sedjati, meaning "the 
goddess of Sri Pohatji who truly shines like a jewel".
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After these prayers are completed, the members of kasepuhan 
in all these kampungs start working. In their samah they start 
plowing and in their tadang and they begin cutting trees and 
grass which will be burnt. Then comes the time of the 
ngahetaran (cleaning of the soil) ceremony. This ceremony is 
typically found in tadang agriculture and is led by each sesepuh 
kampung and is similar to that of the sasarap ceremony. Later 
the sesepuh kampung holds the ngaseuk (pegging of the stick) 
ceremony, in which the first rice seedling is planted in a hole 
made by a small peg. The first "pegging of the stick" marks 
the pupuhuma (the centre of tadang). Surrounding this area rice 
seedlings called coo binih are planted. This becomes the germ­
ination area for the preparation of seedlings for next year’s 
planting. In this area a small hut (saung) is built and a 
variety of trees, such as handeuteum, jawer kotok, bananas trees 
tepus, pacing, and tamiang, are planted around the perimeter of 
the germination area. The kasepuhan people believe that the 
trees will protect the seedlings from bad spirits. Before plant 
ing in the entire tadang area is begun, the sesepuh kampung 
again prays on behalf of the sesepuh girang. He sits in the 
small hut which faces the pupuhuma (the centre of the tadang).
He mixes some rice seedling given by the sesepuh girang with 
his people’s own seedlings. Then the rice seedlings and objects 
such as a mirror, a comb, coconut oil, some shells, a fan and 
some marbles are placed as offerings. Then the people of the 
kampung can start planting.
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When it is time for the harvest, the actual day is decided 
on by the sesepuh girang. One day before the harvest people 
build a small hut in the best part of the sawah or Zadang. It 
is built 1.5M above the ground and in it are placed offerings 
presented to the ancestors as the sign of respect and thanks 
for their protection of the sawah and ladang of the kasepuhan 
and to signify that the harvest is going well. The offerings 
consist of such things as rice kupat (rice in the coconut leaf), 
tangtang angin (rice covered with bamboo leaf, forming a tri­
angle), two pieces of coconut, a quid consisting of betel leaf, 
areca nut, gambier and lime, a stick of sugar-cane divided into 
four parts, a piece of brown palm sugar, seven kinds of rujak (a 
dish consisting of slices of unripe fruit with a sweet, pungent 
sauce made of palm sugar or fish paste), yellow rice flour, 
Zontong (a package of red and white cooked rice wrapped in a 
banana leaf) and five kinds of cookies. The hut is decorated 
with young palm leaves, pacing leaves, sulangkar leaves, kieseZ 
leaves and palm fruits.
At about 9 in the morning, the official harvest takes 
place but, before this, the sesepuh girang in kampung gede and 
sesepuh kampung in each kampung must pray. He says this magic 
formula (mantera):
"The time is come 
The fact becomes reality 
It is easy to obtain good fortune 
A little is enough 
Plenty is left over.
Smoke comes out, so we pray to our ancestors.
Incense is a spout of faith 
To be grateful for all we receive
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Sending rice to the deity
I will bring home Sri Pohatji Purnama Alam Sedjati.
Because this is the end of the year
This is the end of the month
Those who have roamed about the world
Now come back to the house of Ratna Inten."
After these prayers, the sesepuh girang and sesepuh kccmpung
in each kccmpung cut seven rice stalks. These seven rice stalks
are called indung pare (mother rice).^ When sesepuh girang or
sesepuh kccmpung cuts the seventh rice stalk, it is veiled with
his cloth and he is forbidden to look left or right. This
mother rice is bound by a thread of absorbent cotton, and then
the mother rice is entirely covered with white cloth. Finally
lime water is poured over the mother rice and then it is placed
in the small hut.
Some men are then ordered by sesepuh girang or sesepuh 
kcanpung to walk from right to left around the area of sccoah or 
iadang to be harvested. As they walk, they place young palm 
leaf and say a magic formula:
"Do not disturb 
Do not be hurt 
These are not for you 
These areas belong to us
This is indicated by the young palm leaf around the area." 
This is the beginning of the harvest and the following day 
men and women start the actual harvest of the sawah or Iadang 
throughout the area of the kasepuhan. After the harvest, the
Indung pare or "rice mother" means the reproductive 
principle of the rice. See: R. Wessing, 1978, Cosmology And
Social Behaviour in a West Javanese Settlement, Ohio University, 
Centre for International Studies, Southeast Asian Series no 47, 
p. 174.
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rice is not taken directly to the lumbung (rice shed), but is 
dried and bundled^ near the sawah or ladang. Out of every 
hundred bundles, ten bundles must be given to growers' parents, 
the mid-wife, the circumcisor, the smithy, the tapper of palm 
trees, the poor people and also to the religious teachers. The 
remaining ninety bundles can be used by the owners.
The biggest agricultural ceremony of the year is the seren 
taun (the annual report) held once a year. This ceremony is 
attended not only by all of the kasepuhan but also by government 
officials and other important guests from Bandung and Jakarta. 
Traditionally, this ceremony is held in June or July but only 
Ki Ardjo as sesepuh gurang decides the exact day, after receiving 
ancestral guidance.
Once he has decided the day of the ceremony, he invites his 
secretary and all his advisers to discuss the programme for the 
ceremony. Then, a day before, he organizes a big meeting with 
all sesepuh kconpung, the official administrators of the village 
and all his advisers and his secretary. At this meeting the 
sesepuh girang receives reports from every sesepuh kconpung about 
the progress of each kconpung and each sesepuh kconpung makes 
proposals about what has to be done in the coming year. Also at 
this meeting every sesepuh kconpung hands over some money, rice, 
chickens and other agricultural products, as his contribution 
towards supporting the seren taun ceremony. The village head
A bundle of rice is equivalent to 3.25 Kg (more or less) 
according to the Sundanese system of weights and measures.
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also gives the sesepuh givang some money; this is government 
assistance toward the cost of the ceremony.
The ceremony starts at 7 in the morning. All rice^ which 
is still in the sawah or ladang is carried to the ceremonial 
area at the meeting hall in front of the square. It is trans­
ported on the shoulders of the villagers on poles called vengkong 
made from bamboo, which produce sounds like the sounds of angktung3 
the bamboo musical instrument. Along the way those who carry 
the rice are welcomed by a variety of performances such as the 
dog-dog-lojov (long drums) and big angktung (bamboo musical 
instrument) , jiipeng, in which Western instruments like the 
trombone, trumpet and drums are used. In this meeting hall 
where the ceremony takes place, groups of bearers are welcomed 
by rice mortars being struck together (tutunggutan). After 
that the rice is given to the sesepuh givang. Surrounding the 
kampung gede are decorations made from a variety of agricultural 
products. These decorations also serve as offerings to the 
ancestors. Along the way to kampung gede are umbul-umbul (border 
markers) made from bamboo. On the top of each border marker 
hangs a rice steamer, which is placed there to provide protection 
from bad spirits.
The rice which is carried out to the seven taun ceremony 
comes from every kampung of the kasepuhan. It is special rice 
that has been planted only in the first line at the right side 
of every division of a rice field. The rice seeds must be a 
specific traditional variety called pave gede. All this rice 
is placed into the biggest tumbung in the kasepuhan. This 
lumbung is called Si Jimat.
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At the next stage of the ceremony the sesepuh givang 
stands up and walks to the big rice shed called Si Jimat. He 
prays omit (pardon) in front of the rice shed. Into Si Jimat 
he first places indung pave (mother rice); then the remainder 
of the rice is placed in the rice shed by men called ponggawa 
(private assistants). After that, the sesepuh givang and all 
the people present at the ceremony return to the meeting hall.
A religious functionary of the kasepuhan, Ki Dayong, thanks all 
the ancestors who have protected the kasepuhan from danger and 
have brought all the kasepuhan to happiness and prosperity.
Then the sesepuh givang reports on the progress of kasepuhan to 
all who have assembled. To all his followers Ki Ardjo gives 
guidance that they may face everyday life in the coming year.
His guidance is expressed in the following way:
"...social progress is our ideal but abah still wants 
to advise all of you that material progress does not 
necessarily bring spiritual happiness. To do»so, it 
has to be used in the right way. If the harvest is 
not so successful, of course we have to work harder 
in the next year. All our agricultural products have 
to be used for better things. To all the sesepuh 
kampung who receive the trust from abah to guide and 
advise all anak pibubudakan abah (followers), you 
must be careful. All your guidance and advice must 
be kept and implemented in daily life and should set 
an example to the next generation..."
This statement is only a small part of the guidance given by Ki
Ardjo to his followers. His followers look to his guidance as
a wangsit (guidance) that they must follow. After Ki Ardjo’s
speech there is an informal meeting in which everybody present
serves a variety of foods which have been prepared by the women.
The main dish is nasi tumpeng (rice boiled with chick-peas).
This kind of rice is only used for ceremonial purposes. In this
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ceremony Ki Ardjo and all his advisers are clothed in white, 
whereas all sesepuh kampung and his assistants wear black. In 
the evening there is some kind of performance, such as wayang 
golek, dog-dog-logor or a traditional play. It continues for 
two days and two nights.
Another set of ceremonies in the kasepuhan consists of the 
life-cycle ceremonies. These ceremonies are more or less simil­
ar to those throughout Sundanese and Javanese.^ These cerem­
onies are lead by the religious functionary in kampung gede 
and by the sesepuh kampung in every other kampung. But the 
circumcision ceremony is lead by Ki Ardjo himself as sesepuh 
girang. Traditionally in the kasepuhan, all children who are 
to be circumcized are gathered together for circumcision in the 
kampung gede. After the children have received a blessing from 
the sesepuh girang then the circumcisor does his duty. The pur­
pose of this ceremony is the purification of the children and 
their parents from evil. Before Ki Ardjo decides the day of 
the ceremony, he goes to his ancestors’ grave to offer the 
following amit:
"Mother, father 
I come here
I will convert my sons to Islam
And I will purify their mother and fathers."
For details of life-cycle ceremonies among the Sundanese, 
See: R. Wessing, 1978, Cosmology And Social Behaviour in a
West Javanese Settlements Ohio University, Center for Inter­
national Studies, Southeast Asian Series, no 47; A. Prawirasuganda, 
1964, Upatjara Adat di Pasundan3 Bandung, Penerbit Sumur Bandung.
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After praying, the sesepüh girang holds a saiametan(religious 
meal) at his home. It is attended by all the parents of the 
children who will be circumcized. The process of the circum­
cision ceremony in short is as follows:
"First there is a tumbuk padi (a pounding rice in the 
rice mortar) ceremony, at about 9 in the morning. It 
is carried out by women, using bundles of rice from 
the lumbung padi Si Jimat in kampung gede. While the 
rice is being winnowed by the women three pairs of 
badawang (clowns) appear. They are all men, in comic 
dress and make-up. They dance and sing funny songs. 
After the rice has been pounded the rempugan cere­
mony begins. All people present at that ceremony 
surround the rice mortar, jostling one another. Those 
who down are then lifted in a noisy group around the 
kampung gede. Every man who comes close to the mortar 
will be chased by the women and that man, usually one 
of the fathers of the children to be circumcized, is 
carried around the kampung gede. The pounded rice is 
shared out to the family of the children. Each family 
places their rice in a bamboo basket. On top of rice 
they place a set of circumcision clothes, such as 
cap, baju kampret (traditional Sundanese dress for men), 
a sarong (a piece of cloth the ends of which have been 
sewn together), a pair of trousers and sandals. At 
3 a.m. the circumcisor meditates and burns a small 
piece of incense. The ceremony takes place in a small 
building covered by red and white cloth which has been 
used for this purpose for four generations. After he 
finishes meditating all the musical instruments are 
sounded. This means that the circumcisor is ready 
to operate on behalf of sesepuh girang. At 4.30 a.m. 
the ngahetaran ceremony begins, in which all children 
to be circumcized form a procession around the 
kampung gede. Before it starts a circumcisor prays 
amit then he pours water from kele (a bamboo water 
container) over the head of the tesung (the rice 
mortar). Again he burns a small piece of incense on 
the rice mortar and offerings are placed in the small 
building. Then at about 9 a.m. the circumcisor hits 
a rice mortar with halu (rice stamper) as a sign that 
the procession is to start. All the children to be 
circumcized are carried in litters or ride horses 
around kampung gede. They are accompanied by the 
sesepuh girang who is dressed in white dress, followed 
by the line of sesepuh kampung clothed in black. The 
second line is a group of musicians (angklung, jipeng, 
etc) and the last line is the group of parents and 
their children who will be circumcized. The turun 
sembah ceremony continues. All the children sit on
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the ground forming one line in front of sesepuh girang's 
house. In this ceremony all children receive a blessing 
from the sesepuh girang. After that all the children 
sit on the chairs in a line and they are screened by 
umbrellas. One father than scatters coins and a 
variety of candy. Then one by one the children are 
circumcized. The ceremony continues in the evening 
with music and performances.-*-®
Another life-cycle ceremony among the kasepuhan is the birth 
ceremony, held on the 3rd and 40th day after birth. This cere­
mony is a small one being attended only by the neighbours and led 
by the sesepuh kampung in each kampung on behalf of sesepuh 
girang. Ceremonies are also held during the 3rd, 5th, 7th and 
9th months of the first pregnancy of every woman. The death 
ceremonies are held on the 3rd, 7th, 14th, 40th and 100th day 
after death. In this period the family visits the grave or 
ngembang.
These ceremonies are carried out with full obedience by the
kasepuhan (to maintain order and harmonious life) because the
0
kasepuhan believe their ancestors have determined what can and 
cannot be done in their social life. Negligence or direct 
disobedience of the ancestors’ orders can cause disaster not 
only to the people who disobey but also to the whole community 
of the kasepuhan. This is why to Ki Ardjo, as sesepuh girang_, 
order and harmony in life are important. Through order and
18Judistira K. Garna, 1973, Kasepuhan Simaresmi,
Studi tentang Kepemimpinan Traditional di Sukabumi (Banten) 
Selatan, Bandung, Universitas Padjadjaran, Program Partisipasi 
Mahasiswa dalam Pembangunan Masyarakat Desa.
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harmony, he can maintain permanent communication with the 
ancestors and in doing so he receives the ilapat or wangsit 
necessary for him to carry out uga. According to Ki Ardjo, 
order and harmony in the kasepuhan involves raising the 
consciousness of people so that they may see their lives as 
part of the totality of an orderly universe.
Chapter III
THE SOCIO-POLITICAL ORGANIZATION 
AND LEADERSHIP
In this chapter, I discuss the socio-political organiz­
ation of the kasepuhan, the role and status of Ki Ardjo as 
sesepuh girang, the relationship between kasepuhan and non- 
kasepuhan people and the relationship between kasepuhan and the 
national bureaucracy.
3.1 The Socio-Political Organization of the Kasepuhan
In kasepuhan socio-political organization, power is central­
ized in the figure of the sesepuh girang, who is believed to be 
closer to the ancestors than anyone else. This proximity to the 
ancestors is what gives the sesepuh girang, in this case Ki 
Ardjo, his power. Thus Ki Ardjo is involved in ali policy 
decisions, controls the appointments and actions of his assist­
ants and advisers and has, because of the kasepuhan belief in his 
"divine rights", a permanent position.
As noted earlier, Ki Ardjo, in carrying out his role as 
sesepuh girang (foremost elder), has the assistance of a secret­
ary, four advisers and private assistants. The latter includes 
a circumcisor (bengkong), religious functionary (amil), a mid­
wife (inching beuvang), and a man who is custodian of family 
heirlooms (pangurus parabot) and the servants (ponggawa ). The 
duties of each assistant in the socio-political structure of the
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kasepuhan are as follows: the secretary aids the sesepuh givang
in his daily activities, such as assisting in the reception of 
guests, noting their names in the visitors' book, and also 
acting on behalf of Ki Ardjo in his absence. The secretary can 
give information about adat and social life in kasepuhan. He 
can also, when Ki Ardjo is away or ill, discuss the problems 
that the sesepuh kampung bring to the sesepuh givang. All these 
problems and associated discussions must be reported in full to 
Ki Ardjo, the sesepuh girang.
After he receives all the reports, Ki Ardjo calls meetings 
of his advisers and his secretary. The secretary presents 
kampung problems. In order to solve these problems he seeks 
the guidance of the ancestors who are believed to dominate the 
universe. This necessity of maintaining communication with the 
ancestors is why Ki Ardjo always meditates and makes offerings 
to them. An example of this is Ki Ardjo's method for deciding 
the day of the seven taun ceremony. At first Ki Ardjo discusses 
it with his advisers and secretary. After that he again invites 
his advisers and secretary to discuss the matter, in the light 
of the ancestral guidance and then they decide the day of the 
seven taun ceremony.
His decision must be in accordance with adat rules, so he 
receives help from Ki Dayong, one of his advisers who is con­
cerned with adat problems. Another of Ki Ardjo's advisers is 
Ki Amas whose field is the administration of kasepuhan and who 
also has the special duty, delegated by Ki Ardjo, of promoting
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relations with the world outside kasepuhan, such as with 
governmental bodies. His remaining advisers, Ki Sarjima and Ki 
Obay, are concerned with agricultural problems.
Figure VIIT provides a chart of this socio-political organ­
ization. In terms of this chart, Ki Ardjo has the authority to 
decide all policy, but in practice he always discusses all 
problems with his advisers and his secretary. One of Ki Ardjo’s 
assistants is a circumcisor, who also acts as the sesepuh  
g ira n g 's adviser. The duties of the religious functionary in­
clude praying in all the kampung g e d e 's ceremonies. He also 
prays on behalf of the sesepuh givang and leads the rituals 
in most kampungs under kasepuhan influence. There is also the 
mid-wife who helps kasepuhan women to give birth. The custodian 
of the family heirlooms is the man who takes care of the 
sesepuh givang heirlooms. All of Ki Ardjo’s private assistants 
have similar status, except Ki Ahima, the circumcisor, whose 
higher status stems from the fact that he also acts as one of 
Ki Ardjo’s advisers. These functions are maintained from 
generation to generation through patrilineal inheritance of 
these offices. These functionaries always follow Ki Ardjo when 
he changes residence, believing this also to be an ancestral 
dictate.
The members of kasepuhan are found scattered throughout 
many kampungs in Southern Banten, Southern Sukabumi and Bogor. 
According to Ki Ardjo’s reports during the ceremony of seven  
taun in 1980, the membership of kasepuJian in Southern Banten
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covered the five keoamatan (administrative subdistricts) of 
Bayah, Leuwiliang, Nagrak, Muncang and Pangarangan. The biggest 
settlements among these kecccmatan, according to Ki Ardjo were:
kampung Citorek led by Ki Abin; kampung Cisungsang led 
by Ki Sardini, kampung Cicarungcung led by Ki Dahlan; 
kampung Cisitu led by Ki Suhaka; kampung Pasir Jambu 
led by Ki Murnah.
The regency of Bogor covers the three keoamatan of Ciomas, 
Cibungbulang and Jasinga. The biggest settlements among these
keoamatan are:
kampung Jasinga led by ..... (?); kampung Pasir Angin
led by Ki Rojak; kampung Giri Jaya led by Ki Santri; 
kampung Gunung Sindur led by Ki Isa; kampung 
Cibumbulang led by Ki ..... (?).
In Southern Sukabumi there is the administrative subdistrict of
Cisolok. The biggest settlements are in:
kampung Sirnaresmi led by Ki Sutisna; kampung Sirnarasa 
led by Ki Eyoh; kampung Cicemet led by Ki Suwitah; 
kampung Cimayong led by Ki Sariah; kampung Cigudog led 
by Ki Meti; kampung Cikaret II led by Ki Irni; kampung 
Cikaret III led by Ki Ahi; kampung Bojong led,by Ki 
Sandata; kampung Cisuren I led by Ki Waheni; kampung 
Cisuren II led by Ki Adwina; kampung Bojong II led by 
Ki Ain da.
According to Ki Ardjo, the whole membership of kasepuhan today 
in Southern Banten, Southern Sukabumi and Bogor includes about 
300 kampungs (hamlets).
In every kampung where the members of kasepuhan live, there 
is a sesepuh kampung. His tasks are to act on behalf of sesepuh 
girang in providing guidance in the daily lives of all members 
of kasepuhan in his kampung. Basically the sesepuh kampung is a 
teacher of morals who oversees their internalization in order 
to maintain social order within the community. The sesepuh kampung_,
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on behalf of sesepuh girang, leads the ceremonies in each 
kampung and must be responsible for food supplies for the public 
rice shed. For all the above cases, the sesepuh kampung must 
give reports to sesepuh girang at the monthly meeting between 
the sesepuh girang and all the sesepuh kampung which is attended 
by the sesepuh girang's advisers and secretary. In each 
kampung where the settlement is dominated by kasepuhan, the 
sesepuh kampung is appointed as ketua kampung or ketua dusun 
(settlement elder) by the village head (lurah). So frequently 
the sesepuh kampung has a dual role as a village official and 
kasepuhan leader (see: Figure X: The Relation Between Village
Administration and Adat). Ki Ardjo can summon sesepuh kampung 
at any time and also every sesepuh kampung can at any time visit 
Ki Ardjo to discuss current matters in each kampung so that Ki 
Ardjo can give guidance to the sesepuh kampung in solving local 
problems. '
The most important means of communication between Ki Ardjo 
and his assistants is a monthly meeting held on the 14th day of 
each month according to the Sundanese calendar (see: p. 13).
All sesepuh kampung are present at that meeting. This meeting 
continues into the evening with the performance of wayang golek 
and traditional plays. The performance of wayang golek in 
kampung gede is a new tradition, held since Ki Ardjofs succession 
as sesepuh girang. There is, however, no special story performed 
on this occasion. Many people living near the kampung gede come 
and see these performances. It is a social occasion. For many
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young males and females it provides an opportunity for court­
ship and eventual marriage. Ki Ardjo sees performances as a 
means of communicating with his followers. He also communic­
ates with his people through many kinds of ceremonies, which 
are usually very well attended.
The social sanctions that are sometimes invoked tend to be 
informal and personal. If there is any disobedience of the adat 
by the kasepuhan people, such as not following Ki Ardjo’s orders 
about the harvest or any behaviour in contravention of the 
kasepuhan1 s rules, the sesepuh girang or sesepuh kampung calls 
the offender and counsels him. Then, if the offender does not 
follow this advice, he or she is isolated from kasepuhan social 
life until the person moves from the kasepuhan. This last in­
stance (of the villager being forced to move away) does not 
often occur in kasepuhan.
The above discussion outlines the social organization of 
the kasepuhan. As this community is structured in accordance 
with genealogical descent, status and wealth, an extensive 
kasepuhan membership has been developed in the socio-political 
unit of Southern Banetn, Southern Sukabumi and Bogor.
3.2 The Role And Status of Ki Ardjo as Sesepuh Girang
The status of Ki Ardjo as sesepuh girang is the highest 
among members of the kasepuhan (cf. Figure VIII and IX). Kasepuhan 
members believe that Ki Ardjo is the representative of the 
ancestors in this real world. The kasepuhan also believe that 
the ancestors are able to influence and interfere with people in
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daily life, and that people are not free of disturbances from 
bad spirits. In these situations, the role of Ki Ardjo is to 
chase the bad spirits out of the kasepuhan areas and to pro­
tect all his followers by making offerings in many kinds of 
ceremonies, by meditating and by fasting. In doing this, he 
attempts to maintain order and a harmonious life among the 
kasepuhan. These efforts of the sesepuh givang in bringing all 
the followers of kasepuhan closer to their ancestors ensures 
that they follow the tatali pavanti kavuhun (ancestors’ way of 
life). So, Ki Ardjo acts as mediator between the ancestors and 
all people in the kasepuhan.
In his leadership, Ki Ardjo does not just use spiritual 
power to maintain order and harmony among the kasepuhan. Another 
aspect of his power is more material, for he also gives people 
all sorts of advice and comfort. In this way he channels the 
ideas and actions of the kasepuhan. If a person remains aloof 
(pundung) from the sesepuh givang or the sesepuh kampung be­
cause of some disappointment with his policy decisions, then the 
sesepuh givang or sesepuh kampung will use the persuasive tech­
nique of nyombo. In this approach, either sesepuh makes very 
close contact with the person who stands aloof and acts like an 
abah (which is what his followers call him in their everyday 
lives). He tries not to distance himself from any member of 
kasepuhan. By this means, his followers respect him and are 
loyal to him.
In theory, persuasion can only be carried out effectively 
if the sesepuh givang has sufficient authority to earn him the
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respect of his people. Ki Ardjo has this authority which, as it 
happens, is stronger than that of the government officials in 
the village. As an illustration, Ki Mardjuhi once said:
"When the lurah needed people for repairing the village 
road, only 11 people came in answer to the lurah1s 
appeal. But then kasepuhan became involved in this 
mutual cooperation (kerja bakti) with the lurah, and 
Ki Ardjo appealed to kasepuhan people to take part in 
the programme. The result was that people came 
flocking from many kampungs to take part in repairing 
the village road."
Thus Ki Ardjo plays a key role in the success of government pro­
jects at the village level.
The moral basis of Ki Ardjo's control of the kasepuhan, is 
the concept of what he calls ngaji diri (to evaluate oneself).
Ki Ardjo says: "We have to evaluate in meditation what we have 
to do and what we have not to do, in our life here in this real 
world. While we live in this real world we have to evaluate our 
rights and duties as human beings because our purpose as human 
beings is to reach what we call the rasa manunggal (the con­
dition of oneness) with our deity."
The condition of oneness (rasa manunggal) is brought about 
by the ability in a person to synchronise contradicting emotional 
unbalances such as good/evil; happiness/unhappiness; rudeness/ 
refinement; and so. When this is implemented, human beings are 
able to achieve peace, order and harmony in their hearts as well 
as feelings. Only with such feelings will a person be able to 
unite with the deity. Also these feelings can be described as 
a form of preparation for the future life; i.e. the world here­
after .
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In the kasepuhan the condition of oneness of human beings 
and their deity is evident in the belief that though husband, 
wife and deity are physically separate, they are spiritually 
united. A woman becomes pregnant through a man’s act, but the 
deity creates the child. This concept reflects the all-embracing 
view of the kasepuhan people. In maintaining peace, order and 
harmony, Ki Ardjo gives moral guidance to the kasepuhan people 
as follows:
"Picking requires permission, taking must be asked for;^ 
wearing must be clean;2 eating must be halal3 and saying 
must be in truth.4 Consensus must be for the sake of 
all; the adat must be followed; use it for protection."
The purpose of these words is to ensure that people respect each
other's rights and duties in social life. They are, however,
ideal concepts and reality can be different. Nevertheless, the
kasepuhan believe that any infraction of this moral guidance is
forbidden because any such disobedience can cause natural and
0
social disorder. This means "disaster" not only for those who
"Picking requires permission, taking must be asked for" 
means that before we do anything we have to ask permission of 
the ancestors, because all things in this the earthly world 
are theirs.
2"Wearing must be clean" means we have to be honest in 
our life here in this real world, symbolized by the word 
"clean".
3"Eating must be hataV' means we have to know and under­
stand what may and may not be done according to adat rules.
In this way we will always do things the right way.
4"Saying must be in truth" means it is forbidden to lie.
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disobey but for the whole community. This fact is an indication 
of the kasepuhan belief that, in all of their daily activities, 
they are not free from the influence and interference of their 
ancestors. So Ki Ardjo’s role not only involves human problems 
in this earthly world but also in the next world.
According to his followers, the sesepuh girang has authority 
and magical powers for curing illness and solving all kinds of 
problems. The head of the village in Sirnarasa says: "Ki
Ardjo is a man who always supervises the village, a person to 
whom I come and ask for something to be done." This role as 
supervisor within the village indicates that Ki Ardjo also has 
extensive influence outside the kasepuhan. Another reason for 
his authority is that he is in direct line of descent from the 
founder of kasepuhan. He has genealogical status. Wealth too, 
must be taken into account because in traditional society 
leadership has always been closely linked to genealogy, wealth 
and status. Formerly in traditional society, the leaders were 
kings, nobles or members of aristocratic groups. These aristo­
cratic groups were the ruling class and political elite.^ In 
kasepuhan, the ruling class is dominated by the descendants of 
the founder. So in this case, Ki Ardjo, the third child of
^Sartono Kartodirdjo, 1974, "Kepemimpinan Sejarah Indonesia", 
in Bulletin Yayasan Perpustakaan Nasional_, no 1 tahun 1, p. 8.
^According to a traditional leader, a man might obtain his 
position by descent from his father or some other relative who 
had been a leader.... See: Wm. Bruce Cameron, 1966, Modern
Social Movement} A Sociological Outline, New York, Random House, 
p. 91.
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Ki Rusdi, succeeded to his father’s position as sesepuh girang.
When the kampung gede was in the kampung Sirnaresmi, Ki Ardjo 
married Ni Sunnah, as his second wife. She was the daughter of 
the former village head of the administrative village of Cikelat.
By this marriage Ki Ardjo extended his genealogical network in 
the bilateral system of the kasepuhan. Since, in a bilateral 
system, genealogical connections are almost unlimited, the 
kasepuhan members always use the terms masih dulur or masih 
baraya which means "still our family". Since there is a close 
connection between family arrangements and a leader’s efforts to 
extend his influence and maintain his status, a traditional 
leader in a genealogical system based on bilateral kinship must 
maintain relations with extended families which can support his 
leadership. This is not only a problem of social prestige but 
also a problem of politics. Ki Ardjo’s solution to this problem 
is to use advantageous marriages in order to establish and main­
tain political alliances. After Ki Ardjo married Ni Sunnah, 
his sister Ni Anom married Ki Amas from kampung Ciomas, Bogor.
Ki Amas is a very influential person in his kampung. Again, 
another sister of Ki Ardjo, Ni Anat married Ki Mardjuhi who was 
appointed as secretary of the sesepuh girang. Prior to her 
marriage with Ki Mardjuhi, she was married with Bapak Hassan 
Basri, the amil (religious functionary) of the administrative 
village of Cikelat. She divorced him to marry Ki Mardjuhi.
Similar marriages are also arranged by the other members of Ki 
Ardjo’s family with the village elite inside and outside kasepuhan.
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To the kasepuhan this system increases the sesepuh givang’s 
power and authority. Since the function of marriage is not 
only to legitimize love, sexual relations and offspring but 
also to create and preserve source of power and authority,^
Ki Ardjo initiates these alliances to strengthen his position.
The importance of maintaining the net of power and auth­
ority among the Sundanese is illustrated by the continuing 
emphasis on defining one’s relationship to others through one’s 
position in the line of descent from the king of Sunda; i.e.
Prabu Siliwangi. This fact is indicated by the popular phrase 
sawa seuweu siliwangi which means "we are the descendants of 
Siliwangi". This situation also occurs in the kasepuhan.
The other interesting aspect of the kasepuhan is that, 
despite the fact that the family system of kasepuhan and Sundan­
ese in general is bilateral, in practice the role of the male 
is especially important. If we examine the geneal6gical line of 
the kasepuhan (Figure VI) the sesepuh girang is always a male. 
The role of the male is very important or dominant in expanding 
the genealogical system. By contrast the role of the female is 
to bear children and take care of the family. To the kasepuhan, 
man is considered more capable of concentrating his self on 
developing many kinds of spiritual powers than women. That is
^Elmar R. Service, 1975, Origin of the State and Civilis­
ation, The Process of Cultural Evolution, New York, W.W. Northon 
& Company, p. 14.
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why sesepuh girang and other major social positions in kasepuhan 
are always held by men. In this connection, Ki Eyoh, sesepuh 
kampung in Ciganas says:
"....the office of sesepuh girang or sesepuh kampung here 
is always held by men, because the social function of 
man and woman is different. In our proverb: lalaki
mah panouran ari awewe mah wadahna (man is the water 
spout whereas woman is the container."
"Water spout" refers to the source of descendants, whereas 
"container" represents a place for taking care of these descend­
ants. This illustrates the kasepuhan conception regarding the 
different functions of male and female.
Another source of Ki Ardjo’s power and authority has 
resulted from the movement of the kampung gede. Essentially 
his power and authority are centralized in the kampung gede 
and its movement from place to place has expanded this power 
and authority.
The arrival of sesepuh girang in a new area is gladly 
accepted by all his followers, especially those living in the 
area, for kasepuhan people believe that this movement brings 
good fortune and makes it easier for them to contact the
sesepuh girang.
Ki Ardjo is also very economically influential. He is a 
wealthy man who has sawah and ladang in every place in which he 
has influence. Ki Mardjuhi, sesepuh girangrs secretary, 
explained:
"Ki Ardjo and his family own about 30 ha of wet rice 
fields around the administrative village of Sirnarasa.
This provides about 58 tons of rice for the public 
rice sheds. In each kampung under kasepuhan author­
ity, Ki Ardjo and his family own sauah and ladang.
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It is his inheritance from his father and 
grandfather."
Ki Ardjo’s sawah and ladang are worked by his followers on a 
maro (fifty-fifty) basis. Traditionally in maro, seeds and the 
other costs in working sawah and ladang are the cultivator’s 
responsibility. But in this case, Ki Ardjo gives his followers 
seeds and other financial aids for cultivating his sawah and 
ladang. This gives rise for a feeling of hutang hudi (a debt 
of moral obligation) on the part of Ki Ardjo’s followers, which 
makes his power and authority even stronger. The role of 
public rice sheds, too, as the central grain reserve for the 
kasepuhan also brings positive benefits to Ki Ardjo as sesepuh 
girang. In every kampung under his authority there is at least 
one public rice shed and every follower in each kampung must 
donate bundles of rice in proportion to the abundance of his 
rice crop.
*
Access to a public rice shed is possible with the permission 
of the sesepuh girang after he receives advice from sesepuh 
kampung. This food resource is commonly used by his followers 
in time of scarcity before the harvest. It is also used for 
many kinds of ceremonies in kampung gede and any kampung under 
kasepuhan authority. In the whole area of kasepuhan there are 
about 330 public rice sheds located in about 300 kampungs in 
Southern Banten, Southern Sukabumi and Bogor. The biggest public 
rice shed is in the kampung gede and its capacity is about 10 
tons. It is called Si Jimat (amulet). Through this public rice 
shed system Ki Ardjo controls a significant part of the staple
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product of his followers, thus continuing to strengthen his
g
power and authority. Every follower who borrows, for example,
10 kg must return 12 kg after harvest. If perhaps there are 
followers who borrow from a rice shed and then cannot repay the 
debt, the sesepuh girang and sesepuh kampung can give them a 
capital sum (rice or money) which must all be returned along 
with interest owing, after the next harvest.
The system of public rice sheds is felt, by followers of 
Ki Ardjo, to be very helpful. In kasepuhan, people never exper­
ience hunger and the public rice shed is never empty. There are 
no thieves in kasepuhan, and this fact surprises people. Non­
members of kasepuhan can also borrow rice from public rice sheds. 
They enjoy the same terms as kasepuhan people when they return 
their debt. Of course this fact makes Ki Ardjo a popular and 
respected leader inside and outside the kasepuhan. This system 
of public rice sheds is part of Ki Ardjo's efforts'to maintain 
social order in the kasepuhan.
Similar to the social function of public rice shed in 
kasepuhan, there is, in Indonesia today, what we call Badan 
Urusan Logistik {Bulog-Logistics Affairs Board). The Si Jimat 
in kampung gede has a similar function to the Bulog in Jakarta. 
Paralleling the kampung rice sheds are the Bulogda (Regional 
Bulog) which are found in each province of this country. The 
immediate function of the kasepuhan rice shed is to ensure 
stability in the supply of rice, the villagers' staple food.
In addition it is used as a political tool, by Ki Ardjo, for in 
controlling the food supply, he controls the villager's incomes 
and they become dependent on him. Similar policies surround 
Bulog rice storage system. This system not only ensures the 
stabilization of rice supplies but enables the central govern­
ment to determine the income of farmers, through its control of 
floor and ceiling prices. In this way the regime continues to 
strengthen its power and authority.
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3.3 The Relationship Between Kasepuhan and Non-Kasepuhan People 
Relationships between kasepuhan and non-kasepuhan people in 
the village are very close. In each kampung in the village of 
Sirnarasa the kasepuhan and non-kasepuhan people are co-resident. 
Kasepuhan members are very actively involved in gotong-royong 
(mutual cooperation), which is characterized by mutual oblig­
ations between people, who know each other and need each other.
The two principles forming the basis of gotong-royong are
9reciprocity and equality. The form of gotong-royong found 
among the kasepuhan people and the rest of village inhabitants 
serves not only individual purposes but also the general benefit 
of the whole village community. For example, gotong-royong 
serves individual interests in building a house, on various 
occasions of salametan such as in the case of a birth, circum­
cision ceremony, at a wedding ceremony, in the case of death and 
in other life-cycle ceremonies. In such events, the kasepuhan 
and the rest of inhabitants in the kampung voluntarily help 
each other, physically or materially. The other kind of gotong- 
royong occurs between kasepuhan and the other village inhabitants 
i.e. outside their own kampung, for example in repairing village 
road, building samah irrigation, erecting a new school or 
mosque and performing other village social activities.
9W.M.F. Hofsteede, 1971, Decision Making Processes in Four 
West Javanese Villages 3 Nederland, Nijmegen, p. 55.
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Although they may assist in building the mosque, the 
kasepuhan people do not go there for prayers, even if they 
accept Islam as their formal religion. Thus they do not regu­
late their lives according to the basic principles of Islam 
and they are conscious that orthodox Islam is suspicious of 
their movement which is based on their traditional way of life. 
Orthodox Islam's suspicion of the kasepuhan movement is closely 
related to religious concerns. Orthodox Muslims view the 
kasepuhan movement to be in contradiction to Islam teachings 
which stress belief in one God only. The basic principle of 
Islamic thought is that "there is no God but Allah and Mohammad 
is the prophet of Allah." The kasepuhan, however, believe in 
adat which accepts many ancestors and deities as its gods. 
Orthodox Muslim regard the kasepuhan movement as dangerous and 
threatening to Islamic influence at the village level in 
Sirnarasa. This religious tension affects socio-p&litical life 
in the village of Sirnarasa. Orthodox Muslims support the 
Islamic political party, Partai Persatuan Pembangunan (PPP), 
and worry about losing supporters at the village level because 
the kasepuhan movement under Ki Ardjo's leadership tends to 
oppose the Islamic political party. In his movement, Ki Ardjo 
is much closer to the government's political party, Golongan 
Karya (Golkar). This socio-political fact in the village of 
Sirnarasa tends to generate conflict between kasepuhan and 
orthodox Islam. So, to allay the feeling of those who are 
suspicious, the kasepuhan willingly assist in Muslim projects.
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The kasepuhan movement in general is guarded in its expression 
of potentially sensitive issues related to its adat.
Despite religious differences, the relationship between Ki 
Ardjo and non-kasepuhan people, in and outside the village, is 
strengthened by the general belief that Ki Ardjo has the author­
ity and magical powers to cure illness and solve problems in 
social life. Because of this belief, many non-kasepühan people 
visit Ki Ardjo in kampung gede to ask for advice and spiritual 
help in solving the problems they face in their daily lives. 
These problems may involve business or politics or may centre on 
family issues, such as how to cure a sick child or solve a 
household crisis. Many people also come to ask for advice on 
how to achieve good fortune in business and employment.
3.4 Relationship Between Kasepuhan ancj the National Bureaucracy 
At the village level Ki Ardjo is one of the advisers to the 
village head‘d  of Sirnarasa. As an adviser to the village head, 
Ki Ardjo is always present at the village meetings conducted by 
that leader. Important matters, such as village community pro­
jects or village budget, are discussed at the meetings and Ki 
Ardjo gives his advice. All of the proposals reached there are 
conveyed by the village head to the administrative subdistrict 
(keaamatan) meetings, and the Regent has to authorise them.
"These elders (sesepuh) were not officials; they would 
refuse jobs as civil servants. You know, these are the men who 
supervise the village, who come up with advice even when not 
asked for, but to whom you come and ask how something can be 
done. Then they tell you." See: J.D. Jackson and J. Moelione,
1973, "Participation in Rebellion: The Dar’ul Islam in West
Java", in R.W. Liddle (ed), Political Participation in Modem 
Indonesia} New Heaven, Yale University Southeast Asia Studies, 
p. 24.
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Ki Ardjo also has direct communication with the subdistrict 
head (cconat) and the Regent of Sukabumi. If there are problems 
between kasepuhan and local government which the village head 
cannot solve, Ki Ardjo goes directly to subdistrict head or to 
the Regent of Sukabumi to seek a solution. This happened for 
example, in 1974, when the kampung gede was moved about 25 km 
from kampung Sirnaresmi to kampung Ciganas. There is about 1 ha 
of dense jungle in Ciganas which was exploited for building 
materials by kasepuhan in constructing the new kampung gede.
This dense jungle is under the control of the Department of 
Forestry. This case caused conflict between kasepuhan and the 
local staff of the Department of Forestry in kampung Ciganas.
So Ki Ardjo ordered one of his advisers, Ki Amas, to discuss the 
matter with the Regent of Sukabumi. The Regent of Sukabumi took 
over the matter. He bought the area of jungle from the Depart­
ment of Forestry, then gave it to the kasepuhan pe&ple to settle 
the new kampung gede in Ciganas. The same situation also occ­
urred in 1942 when kampung gede moved about 20 km from kampung 
Bojong Cisono to kampung Cicemet and the same solution was worked 
out at that time by the Regent of Rangkasbitung in Southern 
Banten. The recent movement of kampung gede (1981) from kampung 
Ciganas to kampung Cisarua, about 3 km, caused no land problems 
because the move was to Ki Ardjo’s own land which he had in­
herited from his grandfather. In kampung Cisarua about 1 ha of 
Ki Ardjo’s samah was drained by the kasepuhan people to 
establish the new kampung gede.
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The relationship between kasepuhan and the national bureau­
cracy is maintained by Ki Ardjo through Ki Amas, one of his 
advisers, or Ki Mardjuhi, his secretary. These two persons 
maintain a good relationship with the subdistrict head and the 
Regent of Sukabumi on behalf of sesepuh girang. Politically, 
the relationship between kasepuhan and national bureaucracy is 
one of mutual benefit. It is based on reciprocity. The govern­
ment is conscious that Ki Ardjo has considerable influence in 
Southern Banten, Southern Sukabumi and Bogor. So, the govern­
ment expects that Ki Ardjo will use his power and authority to 
influence all his followers to support government projects at 
the village level. For Ki Ardjo, his relationship with the 
government means protection against orthodox Islam that may be 
opposed to his movement. Political alliance between kasepuhan 
and the national bureaucracy was very clearly in evidence in 
the general elections of 1971, 1977 and 1981. Ki Ardjo in­
structed all his followers to vote for Golongan Karya (Golkar) , 
the government’s party.
Because of his skill in dealing with many different issues, 
Ki Ardjo has gained the respect of government, military and 
civilian personnel. This, in turn, helps to legitimize him as 
a prominent leader in society, both within and beyond the
kasepuhan.
Chapter IV
CONCLUSIONS
All Sundanese share a fundamental belief in uga . Uga is 
the unwritten prophetic ideology given to the Sundanese by their 
ancestors. They use. uga to provide guidance in their lives.
An influential leader within the younger generation of Bandung, 
TP, says:
"From the political point of view, uga is a belief that 
concerns the future outlook on the glory and victory 
of the Sundanese. When a future leader maintains the 
"spirit of Sunda" as contained in the meaning of uga, 
therefore the country will experience what we call 
masyavakat adit geung makmur (a prosperous and just 
society). But why does this spirit only exist in 
leaders? Because, according to history, past Sunanese 
kingdoms had always placed the highest priority on the 
welfare of the people as being described in uga. For 
example, the welfare projects i.e. building irrigation, 
ports, etc. What the younger generation of the Sunda 
mean by Padgadgavan anyar, new Padjadjaran is the 
development of the above mentioned ideas. Thps the 
uga can be used as a socio-cultural ideology."
This concept of the "spirit of Sunda" does not imply that the
future leadership of Indonesia must be restricted to only
the Sundanese. In fact anyone who has the characteristics
expressed in uga, such as a "strong personality", a "sense of
justice", "wisdom", "the understanding of poverty" can also be
a leader. Analysis of the meaning of various uga reveals that
all of them tend to have the same essence. The words within
uga describe the old people’s (ancestors’) thoughts or ideas
about morality. People must observe this morality, particularly
the leaders of the people, because only leaders who have such
qualities can bring their people to the era of full development.
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This ideal, however, reflects a nostalgia for and a pride 
in the prosperous and just Sundanese kingdom of the past. Ever 
since its power was completely destroyed by the Islamic powers 
from Banten (1579), the Sundanese people have not been able to 
find a leader who can realize the ideal of a masyarakat adit 
jeung makmur. ^  Many hope for the return of past glory.
To the Sundanese people the words within uga can also be 
used as a means of reinterpreting a situation which is con­
sidered confusing, such as a volcanic eruption or an earthquake. 
In such a situation, the whisperings of the old people, who 
know the words within uga and its interpretations, spread in 
the wake of social disorder.
To Ki Ardjo the words within uga are concrete. They are 
the holy promise of the ancestors. Therefore he tries liter­
ally to fulfill all the ancestors’ orders by visiting sacred 
places such as graves, by making offerings and by fasting, 
meditating and performing ceremonies. He is prohibited (pamali) 
from changing these customs. To him and to all the kasepuhan3 
the ancestors' orders (amanat karühun) form a framework for 
creating an ideal and harmonious life.
According to popular view, under Sri Baduga Maharadja, 
the king of Sunda, the country was prosperous and just.
The king developed trade with foreign countries. Trading 
ports in that time were Banten, Pontang, Cikande, Tanggerang, 
Sunda Kelapa, Karawang and Cimanuk. The country was peace­
ful and law abiding. But then in 1579 the Sundanese king­
dom was completely destroyed by Islamic powers from Banten.
See: Edi Ekadjati (ed), 1980, Masyarakat dan Kebudayaan Sunda3
Bandung, Pusat Ilmiah dan Pengembangan Regional, p. 65.
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As a result, the social life of the kasepuhan is relat­
ively traditional; kasepuhan followers consciously defend 
themselves from various pressures placed on them by the wider 
society. By seeing tradition as normative, Ki Ardjo seeks to 
realize in the future the glory of the past. So the kasepuhan 
promotes a traditional way of life based on the ideals of the 
former Sundanese kingdom. These ideals romanticize the time 
to come as a golden age which people believe they will one day 
realize totally. In the uga and the Wangsit Sitiwangi, the 
ideal depicted as the Padjadjaran anyar, the "New Padjadjaran" 
will come into reality sometime in the future. According to 
Sartono (1971), this kind of social movement which can be called 
"nativism" requires a leader who claims to be inspired by 
divine revelation. In the kasepuhan Ki Ardjo claims that he 
receives the ancestors' guidance (Wangsit) through his medit­
ation. In central and east Java the leaders of a similar 
movement are regarded as messianic leaders. The Javanese of 
central and east Java believe that sometime in the future the 
Ratu Adit - The Just King - will arrive to restore proper order. 
Among the Javanese, belief in the arrival of Ratu Adit has be­
come tradition as indicated in the Jayabay prophecy. In this 
prophecy, only the just king will bring prosperity and justice 
to the people. In this view, the Ratu Adit is always identified 
as the new king or leader of the movement. Thus, as in the case 
of the Srandakan affair in 1924, a certain Kramasedja claimed to 
be an incarnation of Ratu Adit while in the Tegalredja affair of
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1889 a certain Dulmadj id acted as a precursor of the 
whose role had to be filled by Prince Surjengalaga of 
Jogyakarta.^
Unlike Central and East Java the West Javanese never 
supported a belief in an individual as a messianic leader.
For example, the Wangs'it Sitiwangi also mentions that Ratu Adit 
will come in the future (versus: 70 & 71). However in the 
Wangsit Siliwangi, the Ratu Adii is not identified as a par­
ticular individual but is associated with the role of the 
shepherd. Similarly in the kasepuhan movement, Ki Ardjo 
identifies himself as a spiritual guide to his followers, as 
a mediator between the ancestors and his followers. In this 
capacity, Ki Ardjo’s duty is to maintain adat. In accordance 
with ancestral guidance, he gives signs to believers in and 
outside kasepuhan about important things that will happen. One 
of Ki Ardjo’s signs to his people is the movement bf kampung gede 
from one place to another. Some of the believers interpret 
this movement as a sign that important events will happen in 
Indonesia. For example, the movement of kampung gede in 1957 
from kampung Sirnaresmi to kampung Ciganas was regarded by some 
of the believers as the sign of an important event. At the time 
of the movement of kampung gede, President Soekarno decreed a 
change from the liberal constitutional system of government to
2Sartono Kartodirdjo, 1970, Religious Movement of Java in 
the 19th Centuries3 Jogyakarta, University of Gadjah Mada,
p. 7.
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guided democracy. The movement of kampung gede in 1974 was 
considered a sign of the confused situation that followed with 
the big student demonstrations in Bandung and Jakarta during 
the so-called "Malari affair". When Communist rebellion, 
called: G 30 S/PKI occurred in 1965, Ki Ardjo gave no sign.
Even so, at that time, according to Bapak S, Ki Ardjo, through 
his adviser, Ki Amas, sent a message to the former Regent of 
Sukabumi, Kol. Anwari, to tell him that a confused situation 
would occur and that all people must be alert. The recent 
movement of kampung gede from kampung Ciganas to kampung 
Cisarua in 1981 is still being interpreted among the believers. 
The general election (Pemzlu) is over and Golkar, the govern­
ment political party, won the election. To some believers, the 
recent movement of kampung gede could be the sign that President 
Soeharto will be returned to his position as president or just 
the reverse. The interpretations of the meaning of the movement 
of kampung gede are made after the fact and any prominent change 
could be interpreted as having been prophesied by the movement 
of kampung gede. Many believers in West Java are anxiously 
waiting for the results of the People's Representative Council's 
meeting in March 1983 in Jakarta. It is clear, however, that 
Ki Ardjo cannot be interpreted as an incarnation or as a pre­
cursor of the Ratu Adil. His role is to remind all believers 
of certain kinds of events such as mentioned above. In this 
capacity, Ki Ardjo acts more as a spiritual leader for he 
claims for himself the role of adat protector.
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The kasepühan movement which originated in South Banten can 
be contrasted with social/religious movements in North Banten, 
although this analysis is speculative rather than conclusive.
The wide differences of natural environment as well as differ­
ences of a socio-cultural and historical nature produce differ­
ences in the pattern of leadership in movement in North Banten 
that happened around 1888. This movement (cf. Sartono: 1966) was 
an aggressive social and religious movement, and it tended to 
oppose regional or national authority. In this context Sartono 
explains:
"....The largest ethnic group in Banten is the Sundanese, 
living mostly in South Banten. The Javanese are to be 
found in the northern part, while the Baduys have their 
settlement in the southern mountains. The population 
in the norther part descends from Javanese migrants 
originating from Demak and Cheribon, who in the course 
of time mixed with Sundanese, Buginese, Malays and 
people from Lampongs. Besides differences in language 
and customs, both the physical appearance and the 
character of the North Banten differed noticeably from 
those of the Sundanese and the Javanese in Central and 
East Java. Among the Dutch, the North Bantenese were 
notorious because of their rebellious fanaticism, their 
aggressive attitude and their rebellious spirit. In 
fact, they were not the kind of peasants found in South- 
Central Java, but formed bands of enterprising migrants. 
Among the ingredients of their cultural make-up, traits 
of Hindu-Javanese civilization were scarcely to be 
found. In point of fact, the penetration if Islam was 
very intensive."^
Some social movements in North Banten such as the Cilegon affair 
were much more under the influence of Islam. In North Banten 
Islamic teachers, as religious leaders, called for "holy war" 
by pointing to depressed socio-economic and political conditions.
3Sartono Kartodirdjo, 1966, The Peasants' Revolt of Banten 
in 18883 Nederland, 'S-Gravenhage Martinus Mijhoff, p. 30.
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This accelerated their movement in radical and revolutionary 
form. By contrast, the various social and religious movements 
in South Banten such as Baduys people and kasepuhan movement 
tended to develop in a more peaceful form and were more influ­
enced by traditional beliefs. The peaceful movement of kasepuhan 
could be the result of the fact that the natural and social 
environment is less harsh: the southern area is a mountainous 
region, has fertile soil, is sparsely populated and there is no 
glaring disparity between the haves and not-haves. The popu­
lation cooperates with authority and is strongly influenced by 
Sundanese culture. The fact that Ki Ardjo maintains a good 
relationship and very close contact with local and national 
bureaucracies must be the product of his ancestors' teachings.
The perpetual pattern of the kasepuhan leadership maintains 
kasepuhan in its existence. Even today, members live their lives 
in accordance with their belief in tataZz parantz kavuhun. In 
this way, Ki Ardjo tries to maintain permanent communication with 
the ancestors and in doing so he regularly receives wangszt or 
ancestral guidance which he needs to realize the uga. Ki Ardjo 
draws a parallel between the "Golden Age" of the old Padgadjaran 
kingdom and "virgin land" of the new, revitalized Padjadgaran 
kingdom to which he is leading the kasepuhan.
The various uga, including the Wangsit SzZzwangz, seems to 
be a kind of the strategy of political defense by the Sundanese 
as they faced the destruction of the nagara through the influence 
of Islam from Banten, the authority of Mataram and the power of
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Dutch colonialism. The ideas in the uga and the Wangsit Sitiwangi 
sustain the Sundanese in their struggle to develop the new 
social conditions, "the new nagara Padjadjaran". The Wangsit 
Sitiwangi is generally believed to contain a message from the 
Sundanese king of the old Padjadjaran kingdom to his people.
For Ki Ardjo, these words of the Wangsit Sitiwangi are holy, 
and he remains loyal to them. Some of the messages in the 
Wangsit Sitiwangi are related to the uga of Cisolok (Banten).
Ki Ardjo bases much of his work as spiritual leader and village 
chief on this uga.
The indications of recent natural disasters in Indonesia, 
such as the eruption of the Mount Galunggung in West Java, in­
creasing drought, the mounting incidence of murder and criminal 
behaviour in Indonesia's large cities, are considered by some to 
be signs of the lessening power and authority of the national 
leaders. This situation could bring about a change in the nagara. 
When some Sundanese who believe in uga and wangsit see such 
signs, they always say: "Times will change again, you will see 
later."
Ki Ardjo feels that all the activities he undertakes, as a 
spiritual leader, are offerings to the ancestors whose uga he 
loyally guards. One of the main offerings to the ancestors is 
the great ritual ceremony in the kampung gede which is held 
once a year. It is called seven taun and signifies that the 
harvest is going well. This ceremony is attended not only by all 
the kasepuhan but also by government offials and other important
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guests from Bandung and Jakarta. The attendance of the govern­
ment official in the seven taun ceremony reflects the close 
relationship that exists between kasepuhan and the national 
bureaucracy. To Ki Ardjo and his followers government presence 
at such a very important event indicates its protection and 
blessing on the kasepuhan movement.
The kasepuhan pay great respect to Ki Ardjo as sesepuh 
givang because they believe that the sesepuh girang is the 
representative of the ancestors in the world. The primary duty 
of the sesepuh givant is to act as guardian of the adat and to 
lead his followers, both by example and exhortation, to act 
according to the adat rules. Obedience to adat by the whole 
community is seen by them as a condition for a peaceful life, 
individually and collectively. It also implies harmony and 
prosperity. This view results from their belief that the micro­
cosmos and macrocosmos coexist as harmonious orders and that all
4parts operate according to their particular roles.
These roles are not only horizontal but also vertical. The 
vertical role points to the hierarchical aspect of human life. 
For example, respected values in social life are determined by 
the higher status of one person as opposed to the status of 
another. This status is defined by age, sex and the magical 
experience of particular people. For example, paying respect to 
the elders (kolot) is related to the depth of their holiness,
4See: R. Heine-Geldern, "Conseption of State and Kingship
in Southeast Asia", The Far Eastern Quarterly_, Vol. 2, pp.
15-30, November 1942.
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the power they hold, and the knowledge they possess. Their 
authority is never questioned. Sex refers to the difference in 
the division of labour between men and women. To the kasepuhan 
men have a primary position and women secondary. The domin­
ation of the common people by a ruling class is accepted by the 
ancestors’ will.
So, the system of thought of the kasepuhan has a cosmic 
orientation. In this view, life in this earthly world is a 
cyclical, never-ending process. Moreover the world of the ancest­
ral spirits is not separate from human lives. The ancestral 
spirits occupy the same space as human beings and human beings 
can invite these ancestor spirits to come to their house at any 
time through various kinds of rituals (satametan) and meditation. 
Life on earth and the afterlife are not separated.
Traditionally, the ancestral spirits whom people worship 
are the founders of the hamlet or village, such as ,Ki Warni of 
the kasepuhan. Psychologically, the members of the community 
feel that they come from these ancestors; hence there is a high 
degree of feeling of solidarity, collectivity and communality. 
Individuality is not highly valued. The primary focus is the 
collective life under the guidance of the sesepuh.
This view is in fact, generally valid not only in kasepuhan 
but also still in Sundanese life. The Sundanese pay respect to, 
obey, and believe in their leaders because they consider a 
leader as someone who can protect their well-being temporally 
and spiritually. In such a society, respect for high status is
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more important than for individual achievement. Acting like a 
father, the sesepuh forms a relationship with his followers 
through his material and spiritual protection. In this way the 
sesepuh accumulates his power and authority through a kind of 
extended family which he can command and for which he must accept 
diffuse responsibilities. It is clear that the hierarchical 
structure of the Sundanese people even today, has an extremely 
strong hold on the minds of the Sundanese people.
Kasepuhan is a community in which all members of the group 
base their social activities on adat. But the kasepuhan is not 
without outside influence. So the kasepuhan is not going to re­
main unchanged. Even adat changes without outside influence.
One form of outside influence enters through the government's 
program of agricultural development, called Bimas (Bimbingan 
Massal), "Mass Guidance". In this program, farmers in the 
village are trained by agricultural officials at tfye village 
level on how to plant sawah and on new ways with new varieties 
of rice. Through this program, the government is attempting 
to increase rice production from a single harvest into two har­
vests a year. This new approach to sawah cultivation brings a 
change in traditional techniques and could change kasepuhan 
traditional behaviour, such as adat practices involving routine 
agricultural procedures.
In the kampung gede and its surrounding area, people still 
till sawah in the traditional way. But Ki Ardjo allows his 
followers who live far away from the kampung gede to work sawah 
in the new way. Even so Ki Ardjo's followers still refuse to
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plant the rice for a second harvest because, for them, this is 
against the adat. From some followers, who participate in the 
Bvmas program, Ki Ardjo still requests that the rice brought to 
the seven taun ceremony remain the specific traditional variety 
called pave gede, which is planted only in the first row at the 
right side of every division of a rice field. This is a kind of 
compromise between adat and modernization. In the long run, it 
seems that this compromise could weaken traditional culture, 
since now the old way and the new one can be seen to exist side 
by side among kasepuhan people.
Another channel of new ideas comes from increased economic 
activities between kasepuhan and outside. This has already 
brought a change in the nature of the kasepuhan economic system 
and brought it into national economic sphere. For example, 
originally the kasepuhan, as well as the Sundanese people, 
undertook economic activities in the form of a barter system.
The first time they were introduced to money as the instrument 
of exchange was by the Dutch, when people worked as farm labourers 
in the coffee, tea and rubber plantations which were built by the 
Dutch government in West Java. As farm labourers they received 
wages in the form of money. Influence from the development of 
the plantations in West Java brought about improvement in public 
communication, such as in village roads, public transport, etc. 
These changes brought about further expansion in the economic 
activities among the people. Most of the agricultural products 
were sold outside the village as a result of the expansion in the
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level of economic activities. Today we find the kasepuhan 
people selling their agricultural products to Bogor and 
Jakarta. So we can see the involvement of kasepuhan people in 
the activities of a market; therefore they were included in 
the modernized national economic system.
The increase in communication via newspapers, transistor 
radios and TV, the new system of education for the younger 
generation and the influence of political parties also bring 
new perceptions. To Ki Ardjo as a traditional leader, these 
are challenging problems. Because this situation will open up 
a new outlook among the kasepuhan people, the power and authority 
of Ki Ardjo is likely to be weakened.
To conclude, this study of the kasepuhan in West Java, 
where belief in tatati- paranti- karuhun is still firmly held, 
has attempted to analyse the structures of thought of the Sundan- 
ese people and to examine the role of a traditional leader in 
the creation of an ideal society - just and prosperous.
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GLOSSARY
This is a glossary of the Sundanese terms used in this 
study. There are a few words also in Bahasa Indonesia and 
Javanese which are marked as follows:
(ar.) = Arabic
(b.i.) = Bahasa Indonesia
(jav.) = Javanese
This list of words only consists of the most important terms
A
Abah ........................
Adat .......................
Alun-alun ...................
Amanat ......................
Amanat karuhun ..............
Amil (ar.).....................
Anak buah ...................
AngkZung ....................
instrument
B
Bapa (Bapak in b.i.)...........
Baju kampret ................
dress for men
Budak angon ................ .
Budak bunoiveung .............
big stomachs
Budak janggotan ..............
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c
Coo-binih germination area in 
preparation for next 
year planting
D
Baevah ................... .
Desa ..................... .
Bigugu-ditivu ...........
Boa (ar.) ...............
Boa amit .................
Bog-dog togov ...........
G
Region
Village
Must be followed/ 
must be realized
Prayer
Pardon prayer 
Long drums
GaZuk (galih) .....................  The name of a former
kingdom in West Java, 
refers to a "strong 
personality"
Gotong-voyong .....................  Mutual co-operation
H
Hutang budi (b.i.) ................  A debt of moral
obligation
Halu (alu in b.i.) ................ Rice stamper
I
Ilapat (ar.) ......................  Ancestors' orders/
ancestors' guidance 
received by a certain 
person in the form of 
a dream
Indung pave ....................... Rice Mother means the
reproductive principle 
of the rice
JJdlan desa ....................... Village road
Jcoribu biji ............ .........  Lambo guava
Jimat ................ .........  Amulet
Jipeng ............... .........  Music in which western
instruments are used 
(trombone, trumpet 
and drums)
K
Kampung ..............
Kampung gede ..........
Karaton ..............
Kasepuhan .............
all the members of 
the group base their 
life on radatr
Kele .................
container
Kerja baktt (b.i.) ...............  Voluntary labor/effort
Ketua kampung .........
0
Ki (aki) .............
Kirata basa ...........
mology - a way of 
interpreting words by 
lexical division and 
morphemic additions
Kodrat alam .......... .
the words of the uga 
and then becomes a 
reality
Kota gede .............
Kupat ...............
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Ladang (b.i.)
L
Lebak oawene ........
Lisung (lesung in b.i.) 
Lontong .............
Lumbung .......
Lumbung padi umum 
Lurah (kuwu) ....
Madrasah (ar.) ..
M
Mantera .................
Maro ....................
Masyarakat adil jeung makmur
N
Nagara ..................
Nasi tumpeng (b.i.) .......
Ni (nini) ...............
Ngahyang ................
Ngaseuk .................
Nyekar (ngembang in Jav.) ..
Slash and burn field; 
swidden
Virgin land
Rice mortar
A package of cooked 
rice wrapped in a 
banana leaf
Rice shed
Public rice shed
Head of a village
Islamic school 
(equivalent to SD)
Magical formula
Fifty-fifty
A prosperous and just 
society
State (nation)
Rice boiled with 
chick-peas
Grandmother
To depart from the 
real world
Peg a stick
To visit ancestral 
graves
Nyepi Meditation
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Nyl Sri ...........................  Personification of
rice
Nyombo ............................  To persuade or coax
someone to do something 
when he/she tries to 
remain aloof
Nutu (tumbuk padi in b.i.) ........ The pounding of rice in
a rice mortar
P
Pakidulan ............
Pamali ...............
Parawan ..............
Parentah .............
Parentah karuhun .......
Southern area 
Prohibited (taboo) 
Virgin 
Order
Ancestral orders
R
Rengkong ..........................  The noise made when
rice is carried on 
bamboo poles from the 
satiah/ladang to the 
shed
Rujak .............................  A dish consisting of
slices of unripe fruit 
with a sweet, pungent 
sauce made of palm 
sugar or fish paste
S
Salome tan ......
Sarung ........
Sasajen .......
Sawah .........
SD (Sekolah Basar) 
Sepuh .........
Ritual
A piece of cloth the 
ends of which have been 
sewn together
Offerings
Wet-rice field
Primary school
An elder
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Seren taun ...............
Sesepuh girang ..........
Sesepuh kampung .........
SLP (Sekolah Lanjutan .. 
Pertama)
SLA (Sekolah Lanjutan .. 
At as)
Sumedang .................
kingdom in West Java, 
known by the name of 
a town in West Java
T
Takdir ....................
Tangtang angin ..........
leaf, it forms triangle
Tatali paranti karuhun ,
Tutunggulan ............ .
each other
Uga
U
A prophecy which is con 
cerned with important 
changes especially 
changes in state, 
national or regional 
affairs
Umbul-umbul Border marker
Upaeara sasarap A ceremony marking the 
time to start plowing 
s awah/ladang. Sasarap 
also means breakfast
Upaoara ngabersihan Soil cleaning ceremony
Upaeara ponggokan Preparatory ceremony 
before the seren taun
ceremony
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Upacara rempugan .................. Ceremony in which people
jostle one another be­
fore circumcision begins
Upacara turun sembah .............. Blessing ceremony
W
Wang sit Ancestral guidance ex­
pressed publicly
APPENDIX A
WANGSIT SILIWANGI
1. Pangapunten jisim abdi 
Kasadaya para wargi 
Hususna para karuhun 
Neda maap ka para dewata 
Ka sanghyang ka dangiang 
Ka luhur Galuh Pakuan.
2. Putra-putri Padjadjaran 
Tikawit Galuh Pakuwan 
Dugi ka kiwari pisan
Nu katelah putra Sunda 
Mugi di jaga di riksa 
Dilanglangan sapaosna.
3. Ti abdi sapara kanca 
Mungsakadar ngawakilan 
Wawakil panyambung lisan 
Ngadugikeun wedjanganna 
Ti Eyang Prabu Siliwangi 
Tina samemeh ngahiyang.
4. Mangga geura darangukeun 
Regepkeun dugi kaharti 
Uga Wangsit Siliwangi 
Supados jadi panggeuing 
Ka sadaya Putra-putri 
Nyandangan ka wilujengan.
5. Saur Eyang Prabu pokna 
Kasadaya balad Padjadjaran 
Anu parantos malundur 
Sateuacan ngahiyang 
Lalakon urang teh ngan nepi 
Ka poe ieu pisan ugana.
6. Sanajan dia kabehna 
Ka ngaing pada satia
Tapi ngaing hanteu meunang 
Mawa dia pipilueun 
Ngilu hirupna balangsak 
Ngilu rudin bari lapar
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7. Daria kudu marilih 
Supaya engke jagana 
Pikeun hirup ka hareupna 
Sangkan jembar sugih mukti 
Bisana ngadegna deui
Nya nagara Padjadjaran.
8. Tapi lain Padjadjaran 
Padjadjaran nu kiwari 
Pasti Padjadjaran anyar 
Anyar diadegkeunana
Nu ngadegna digeuingkeun 
Pasti ku obahna jaman.
9. Lajeng Byang Prabu rainutur 
Geura parilih ku daria 
Ngaing mo rek ngahalang halang 
Pikeun ngaing mah sababna 
Hanteu pantes jadi raja
Mun somah lapar balangsak.
10. Dawuhan Eyang Prabu 
Geura ieu darengekeun
Nu tetep ngilu jeung ngaing 
Marisah kabelah kidul 
Nu hayang baralik deui 
Ka dayeuh nu ditinggalkeun
11. Geura marisah ka belah kaler 
Ari nu rek kumawula
Kanu keur jaya geura rnisah 
Parindah ka beulah wetan 
Nu mawa karep sorangan 
Marisah ka belah kulon.
12. Darengekeun ku daria 
Dia anu ti beulah wetan 
Masing nyaraho areling 
kajayaan ngilu jeung dia 
Turunan daria jagana
Bakal marentah ka dulur ka batur.
13. Tapi dia sing nyaraho 
Ariyana kamalinaan 
Pasti aya babalesna 
Jig bae geura marisah 
Tuturkeun ka beulah wetan 
Heug rasakeun babalesna.
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14. Dia anu ti beulah kulon 
Papay ku dia lacakna 
Tina lacakna Ki Sancang 
Sabab engke turunan dia 
Jadi panggeuing ka dulur 
Sarta ngageuing ka batur.
15. Ka batur urut salembur 
Ka dulur nu sauyunan 
Kanu rancage hatena
Ke jaga mun tengah peuting 
Ti gunung Halimun kadenge 
Aya sora tutunggulan.
16. Tah eta tandana pisan 
Saturunan dia di sambat 
Kunu dek kawin di lebak 
Kawin di lebak cawene 
Ulah rek talangke deui 
Sabab talaga bakalan bedah.
17. Jung bae geura parindah 
Tapi ulah ngalieuk ka tukang 
Daria anu marisah
Kabelah kaler darengekeun 
Dayeuh ku dia bakalan 
Moal kasampak wujudna.
18. Ukur tegal baladaheun 
Turunan dia lobobana 
Bakalan jaradi somah 
Mun aya nu jadi pangkat 
Bakal luhur pangkatna 
Ngan teu boga kakawasaan.
19. Ariyana engke jagana 
Bakal kaseundeuhan batur 
Loba batur tinu anggang 
Tapi batur nu sarusah 
Jeung batur nu nyusahkeun 
Tah daria sing waspada.
20. Sakabeh turunan dia
Ku ngaing bakal dilanglang 
Ngalanglang dina waktuna 
Dimana ngaing perlu 
Bakal datang deui nulungan 
Nu barutuh ditulungan.
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21. Mantuan anu sarusah 
Kanu hade laku lampahna
Moal kadenge mun ngaing datang 
Memang ngaing bakal datang 
Kanu rancage hatena.
22. Kanu geus wawuh ti semu 
Dina semu nu saestu
Nu ngarti kana wawangi 
Kana wangi nu sajati 
Nu suci lantip pikirna 
Nu hade laku lampahna.
23. Mun ngaing waktuna datang 
Teu nyarita teu ngarupa 
Tapi cirina ku wangi 
Mimiti poe ieu pisan 
Leungit ti alam hirup 
Leungit dajeuh jeung nagara.
24. Padjadjaran moal ninggalkeun tapak 
Lian tingaran pikeun papay
Sabab bukti anu kari 
Bakal rea nu malungkir 
Tapi engke jagana 
Bakal aya anu nyoba-nyoba
25. Supaya anu laleungit 
Sangkan bisa panggih deui 
Pasti bisa katimu
Mapay kudu jeung amparan 
Tapi anu mapayna
Loba anu arieu aing pangpinterna.
26. Ari anu kitu buktina 
Ngan kudu aredan heula 
Sabab bakal rea angkena 
Nu katimu sabagian 
Laju kaburu dilarang
Kanu disebut raja panyelang.
27. Nu wani terus ngorehan
Teu ngahiding ka panglarang 
Ngorehan bari ngalawan 
Ngalawan sabari reuri 
Nyaeta budak angon tea 
Imahna di birit leuwi.
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28. P a n to n a  b a tu  s a t a n g t u n g  
H a teupna  ku handeu leum  
Karim bunan ku h a n ju a n g  
A r i  anu d ian g o n n a
L a in  embe l a i n  munding 
L a in  b a n te n g  l a i n  maung.
29. T ap i k a la k a y  j e u n g  t u t u n g g u l  
t n y a n a  jo n g jo n g  n g o reh a n  
Ngumpulkeun nu  k a ta r im u  
Disum putkeun s a b a g ia n  
Sabab l a l a k o n  t a c a n  wayah 
Lamun geus wayah j e u n g  m angsa.
30. B a r i s  lo b a  nukabuka  
M a re n ta  d i la k o n a n
T a p i  kudu ngalam an lo b a  lak o n  
L i l a n a  sa b an  jaman 
S a ru a  je u n g  w ak tu  nyukma 
Ngusumah r e u j e u n g  n i t i s n a .
31. L a ju  n i t i s  mindah sukma 
Dawuhan Eyang P ra b u  
Geura i e u  da ren g ek eu n  
Nu k i w a r i  ngamusuhan 
J a d i  r a j a  n e p i  ka  mangsa 
Tanah b u g e l  c ib u n ta e u n .
32. D i j i e u n  kandang  m unding dongkol 
Tah d id in y a  s a n a g a r a
B aka l  j a d i  sam palan  
Sampalan munding b a r u l e  
Diangon ku j a lm a  ja n g k u n g  
T u tu n ju k  d i  a l u n - a l u n .
33. Ti h a r i t a  r a j a  d ib e le n g g u  
Munding b u le  n y e k e l  b u b u n tu t  
Turunan u ran g  n a r i k  wuluku 
Ngan n a r i k n a  teu k a w asa
Sabab murah jaman seubeuh  hakan  
T a d in a  wuluku d i r a t i k  kunyuk.
34. L a ju n a  tu ru n a n  u ran g
Aya nu l i l i r  t a p i  l i l i m a  
J i g a  nuhudang n g im p i 
T inu  l e u n g i t  tambah lo b a  
Nambahan m anggihanna 
T ap i  lo b a  nu p a h i l i .
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35. Nu l a i n  kudu dibaw a
Teu a r in g e u h  tu ru n a n  u ra n g  
Yen jaman g a n t i  l a l a k o n  
T id in y a  g e g e r  s a n a g a r a  
P an to  n u tu p  d i  gedo ran  
Kunu n g a n te u r  pamuka j a l a n .
36. Tap i j a l a n  nu  p a s in g s a n g  
Nu t u t u n j u k  nyumput ja u h  
A lu n -a lu n  j a d i  suwung 
Munding b u le n a  k a l a b u r  
Sampalan d i r a n j a h  kunyuk 
Ngareunah s e u r i  tu r u n a n  u ra n g .
37. T ap i  h a n te u  anggeus s e u r i n a  
Sabab warung b eak  ku kunyuk 
Sawah ge b e a k  ku kunyuk 
Kebon ge b eak  ku kunyuk 
Huma d i a c a k - a c a k  kunyuk 
Cawene reuneuh  ku kunyuk.
38. S a n i s k a r a  d i r a n j a h  kunyuk 
Turunan upama s i e u n  ku kunyuk 
P a n a r a t  d i t a r i k  kunyuk
B a r i  d iu k n a  b u b u n tu t  
A r i  w uluku d i t a r i k n a  
Masih k u tu ru n a n  u ra n g .
39. Loba nu  paeh k a l a p a r a n  
T id in y a  tu ru n a n  u ra n g  
N g a re p -n g a re p  p e l a k  ja g o n g  
S a b a r i  nyanyahoanan  
M aresek c a tu r a n g g a
Teu a re u n g e u h  yen jaman g a n t i  l a l a k o n .
40. L a ju  aya  haw ar-haw ar  
T i tu n g tu n g  s a g a r a  k a l e r  
Ngaguruh je u n g  n g a g e le g e r  
Garuda m egarkeun endogna 
G e n jlong  saam paran  j a g a d  
D iu ran g  rame nu  m ampring.
41. P r a n g p r in g  s a b u l u - b u l u  g a d in g  
Kumpul kunyuk t i n g  rumpuyuk 
Turunan u ra n g  ngaramuk 
Ngaramuk t e u  j e u n g  a t u r a n  
Loba nu paeh p i s a n
Nu p a ra e h  tampa d o s a .
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42. Musuh d i j a r i e u n  b a t u r  
B a tu r  d i j a r i e u n  musuh 
Ngadadak lo b a n a  p a n g k a t  
M aren tah  s i g a  nu  edan
Nu b in g u n g  tambah b a r in g u n g  
Budak s a t e p a k  j a r a d i  b a p a .
43. Nungaramuk tambah r o s a  
Ngaramuk t e u  p i l i h  b u lu  
Nu b a ro d a s  d ib u b u ra k  
Nahideung d i  s i e u h - s i e u h  
Saheng buana  u ra n g  
Kusabab nu ngaram ukna.
44. Teu b ed a  r e u je u n g  tawon 
Nu d ip a le n g p e n g  sa y an g n a  
S anusa  d i j i e u n  j a g a d  
T ap i  k a b u ru  d i s a p i h
Nu n y a p ih n a  u ran g  s e b ra n g  
L a ju  ngadegna  d e u i  r a j a .
45. A sa ln a  j a lm a  b i a s a  
Memang t i t i s a n  r a j a
T ap i  t i t i s a n  r a j a  b a h e u la  
Jeu n g  b ia n g n a  h i j i  p u t r i  
P u t r i  p u lo  dew ata  
Dapuguh t i t i s a n  r a j a .
46. R a ja  a n y a r  h e s e  a p e sn a  
Hese apes  k u r o g a h a la
T i  h a r i t a  g a n t i  d e u i  jaman 
G a n t i  jaman g a n t i  lak o n  
Teu l i l a  geus tembong b u la n  
Tembongna b u la n  t i  b e u ra n g .
47. D i s u s u l  k a l i w a t  b i n t a n g  
B in ta n g  caang nu n g a g e n c la n g  
D iu r u t  n a g a ra  u ran g
Ngadeg d e u i  k a r a j a a n  
R a ja  j e r o  k a r a j a a n  
L a in  t e u r e uh P a d j a d j a r a n .
48. L a ju  aya  d e u i  r a j a  
T ap i  r a j a  r a j a  b u t a  
Lawang t e u  meunang d ib u k a  
P a n to  t e u  meunang d i t u t u p  
P a n c u ra n  d i  te n g a h  j a l a n  
Ngingu h e u la n g  na  c a r i n g i n .
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49. Da puguh r a j  ana  b u t a  
Teu n e u le u  aya  buaya  
R eujeung  aya  u c in g  ga ro n g  
R eu jeung  p i r a n g - p i r a n g  kunyuk 
Ngarowotan nu  s a r u s a h  
S a k a l i n a  aya nu  n g a g e u in g .
50. Nu d ip o ro g  l a i n  s a to n a  
T ap i j a lm a  nu  n g e l in g a n  
M ingkin  h a re u p  m ingk in  h a re u p  
Loba b u t a  nu b a r u t a  
N a r i t a h  nyembah b e r h a l a  
B u b u n tu t  s a l a h  n g a t u m a .
51 . N g a tu rn a  sakama-kama 
P a n a r a t  j a n j i  p a b e u l i t  
P a b e u l i t  d in a  cacadan  
S a la h  nu ngawulukuna 
L a in  ja l ro a  tu k an g  t a n i  
Karuhan p a r e  te h  h a p a  sa w a re h .
52 . Nya k ap as  h a p a  buahna  
Nya p a re  a c a k -a c a k a n  
Loba nu  t e u  a r a s u p  
Teu asup  kana  a seu p an  
Sabab bongan nu  n bona 
L o lo b an a  tu k an g  bohong.
53. Nu t a n i  ngan wungkul j a n j i  
Loba nu p a l i n t e m a  
P i n t e m a  k a b a l i n g e r
Hoi d a ta n g  budak  j a n g g o ta n  
D atang  d in a  w ak tuna  
Nyonyoren k a n e ro n  b u t u t .
54 . N gageunging  nu  k e u r  s a s a r  
N g e l in g a n  kanu  pa ro h o  
T ap i  t e u  p i s a n  d iw aro
Da k a b a l i n g e r  p e n t e m a  
H arayang meunang so ra n g a n  
Teu e l i n g  kanu  n g e l i n g a n .
55. L a n g i t  geus beureum  semuna 
Haseup n g e b u ln a  p i r u h a n  
Boboro r e k  ngawaro
Ku i n s a n a  d i  ta re w a k  
Arasup kapan g b ero k an  
E ta  b a ru d a k  j e n g g o t a n .
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56 . R a jeun  nyana  ngaw ut-gnaw ut 
P i r a n g - p i r a n g  d ap u r  b a t u r  
M ajarkeun  neangan musuh 
P a d a h a l  mah a r i a n a  
N y i a r - n y i a r  p im usuheun 
Urangna m asing  w aspada .
57. Sabab engke a r i a n a  
B aka l  nyaram  P a d j a d j a r a n  
Henteu  meunang d idongengkeun  
Sabab a r i a n a  p i s a n  
S a r ie u n e u n  kanyahoan 
T egesna  a r i a n a  p i s a n .
58 . Anu j a d i  g a r a - g a r a  
S a g a la  j a d i  d a n g d a ra t  
B u ta - b u ta  nu b a r u t a  
Mangkin ta ram bah  bedegong 
Bedegong leu w ih  t i  m i s t i  
N g a le u le u w ih a n  m unding b u l e .
59. A r ia n a  t e u  a r e l i n g  
Jen  h a r i t a  t e h  jam anna 
Geus kaasu p  kana  jaman 
N ya ta  jaman s a t o  p i s a n  
Meh kabeh  jaman manusa 
Ku s a t o  d ik aw a sa a n a n a .
60. J a r a y a n a  b u t a - b u t a  
Teu s a b a r a h a  l i l a n a  
Bongan k a c id a  t e u i n g  
N yangsa ra  ka  somah-somah 
Loba somah n g a re p - n g a re p  
C a r in g in  r e u t as d i  a l u n - a l u n .
61 . B u ta  b a k a l  j a r a d i  w ada l  
T in a  pamolah s o ra n g a n  
P a s t i  b u k t i  na  m angsana 
N ya ta  mun geus katem bong 
Budak angon w anci d a ta n g n a  
H angsanya lo b a  nu  r i b u t .
62. H i m i t i  r i b u t  d i  d ap u r  
T i d a p u r  l a j u  s a le m b u r  
Salem bur j a d i  s a n a g a r a  
Nu bodo j a d i  g a r e l o
Nu g a r e l u t  d ib a n tu a n  
Budak b u n c i r e u n g  k o k o l o tn a .
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63. Nu m atak  g a r e l u t  r o s a  
P a s t i  p a r e b u t  w a r i s a n  
Hawek hayang  pang lo b a n a 
Nu t e u  hawek hayang  lo b a  
Anu boga  m a re n ta n a
T in a  hak  b a g ia n a n a .
64. Ngan nu  a r e l i n g  c i c i n g  
Ngan ukur n g a l a l a j o a n a n  
Ngan s a k a d a r  k a b a re r a n g  
Nu g a r e l u t  l a j u  r e u r e u h  
L a ju  k a k a r a  a reu n g eu h  
Taya nu  meunang b a g ia n .
65. Sabab w a r i s a n  kabeh p e re n  
Beakna kunu n y a r e k e l  
Kunu n y a r e k e l  gadean  
B u ta - b u ta  n y a ru su p
Nu g e l u t  j a d i  k a re u r e u b  
Ditem puhkeun l e u n g i t n a  n a g a r a .
66. L a ju  neangan  budak angon 
Nu sa ungna  d i  b i r i t  leu w i 
Di h a te u p  ku handeu leum  
P a n to n a  b a tu  s a ta n g t u n g  
D i t ih a n g a n  ku h a n ju a n g  
Budak angonna geus euweuh.
67. Sanyana deuk m enta  tum ba l 
Nya ka  budak  angon t e a  
Geus n a r i n d a k  b a b a re n g a n  
Jeung  budak j a n g g o ta n  
M ariyang  p a r in d a h  babakan  
P indah  ka l e b a k  cawene.
68. Nu kasampak k a r i  gagak 
N y ae ta  gagakna k e u r  n g e la k  
N ge lakna  d i n a  t u tu n g g u l  
Eyang P ra b u  pok ngadawuh 
Geura i e u  d a re n g e k e u n  
Jaman b a k a l  e ja n t i  d e u i .
69. N y a e ta  g a n t i n a  jaman 
T ap i  engke mun k a s a k s i  
Gunung Gede eng^eus  b i t u  
D isu sed  ku tu ju h  gunung 
G enjlo n g  d e u i  s a j a j a g a d  
Urang Sunda d i  sa rem bah .
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70. P a s t i  k a n y a ta a n a n a  
P u t r a  Sunda ngahampura 
Hade d e u i  sa k ab e h n a  
N agara  n g a h i j i  d e u i  
Nusa j a d i  j a y a  d e u i  
Sabab ngadeg  R atu  A d i l .
71. R a tu  A d i l  nu  s a j a t i  
Cing s a h a  e t a  wujudna 
Jeung  t im a n a  a s a l  e t a  Ratu 
Engke d i a  n y a ra h o
K iw ar i  s i a r  bae  ku d a r i a  
Budak angon anu t a n g t u .
72. Tah s a k i t u  kami w aw angsit  
K a d a r ia  sak ab e h n a
E ta  w a n g s i t  kudu p u t i h  
K iw ar i  g e u ra  -narindak  
Ulah n g a l i e u k  ka tu k an g  
B i s i  aya  b a lu k a r n a .
APPENDIX B
THE WANGSIT SILIWANGI
The rough translation of the Wangsit Siliwangi into English 
is intended to facilitate the discussion in my thesis. The 
following brief explanation of Siliwangi's wangsit (guidance) 
comes from discussion with the elders of West Java. They 
explained that verses 1 to 4 of the wangsit are the opening verses 
of the guidance. The wangsit was expressed publicly to the people 
of Weist Java, and became their guidance. The guidance is portrayed 
in such phrases as: "So it can uplift the spirits of all
descendents of Padgadjaran". "Helping them (i.e. Sundanese 
people) to realize the source of their welfare and happiness"
(verse:4).
In verses 5 to 30 of the wangsit, Eyang Prabu Siliwangi fore­
tells what will happen socially, politically and economically in 
the future life of this country and he gives guidance as to how 
to face social conditions. He also promises that sometime in the 
future he will spiritually visit and protect the people, all of 
whom are his descendants. This is indicated in the words: "All
of your descendants will be visited by me." "I will visit you in 
time if necessary." "I will come to help, those in need."
(verse:20).
In verses 31 to 45, the wangsit depicts a depressed time in 
socio-economic and political life with conflict among the small 
kingdom of West Java. Verse 31 refers to Matavam authority over 
the whole Sundanese area. Verses 32 to 35 refers to the period 
of Dutch colonial rule, verses 37 to 39 refers to Japanese 
occupation, and verses 40 to 45 refers to the rise of nationalism 
against Dutch rule. In general, verses 31 to 45 describe the 
chaotic situation during and after the revolution (e.g. hunger, 
theft, destruction and rape).
In verses 46 to 60, the social conditions that will be faced 
by the Sundanese people are described. According to verses 48,
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49, 50, 51 and 52, the social conditions of the country will still 
be bad even after independence is gained. For example, corruption, 
immorality, unlawfulness will be rife. A climax of just such a 
situation was the political change in 1966, which the Indonesians 
call: "The change of the old order to the new order." The
wangsit portrays a change, such as this, with the words, "Again a 
new king, who does not easily suffer misfortune." "He is very 
powerful" (verse:46). But bad social conditions do not change 
quickly into good ones. Under this new king the people feel that 
the gap between the "haves" and the "have-nots" has become wider.
In such a situation there appear young people (verse:55), such as 
the university students today who criticise the authorities.
In verses 61 to 72 the wangsit gives the Sundanese people 
guidance as to how they should face the social disorder (verses:
62 and 63) created by the mismanagement and poor leadership of the 
"new kingdom", described above. Furthermore, some of the verses 
depict what will happen socially, economically and politically in 
this country (verses:61 to 69). The time will change again, and 
this will be indicated by the eruption of "Mount Gede", followed 
by eruptions of seven other mountains. This is the sign that a 
"new era" will come again, and the people will be led by a budak 
angon or shepherds (i.e. a wise person). That people believe he 
will be the real Ratu Adil (a Just King) can be read in verses 
67, 69, 70 and 71.
The Sundanese believe that Siliwangi's wangsit is a "holy" 
guidance. This brief explanation of the wangsit is a generally 
believed interpretation and not a personal one.
A translation of the whole of the Wangsit Siliwangi follows :
1. Permit me.
All my family,
Especially my ancestors 
And all deities,
Sangiang and Dangiang 
The previous Galuh Pakuan*.
* The word Galuh Pakuan refers to the former kingdom of Sunda 
which was located in Ciamis regency of today.
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2. The d e s c e n d a n ts  o f  Padjadjaran.
From th e  b e g in n in g  o f  Galuh Pakuan.
U n t i l  today
P e o p le  c a l l e d  th e  "S u n d a n e se " .
May you be k e p t  s a f e  
And c a re d  f o r .
3. The w hole  Sundanese  p e o p le  and m y s e l f ,  
S im ply r e l a y ,
By word o f  m outh,
The g u id an c e
Of Eyang Prabu Siliw angi.
B e fo re  he l e f t  th e  r e a l  w o r ld .
4. P l e a s e ,  eve rybody  l i s t e n .
Pay a t t e n t i o n ,  so  you can u n d e r s t a n d  th e
Uga Wangsit Siliw angi.
So i t  can u p l i f t  t h e  s p i r i t s .
Of a l l  d e s c e n d a n ts  o f  Padjadjaran.
H e lp in g  them to  r e a l i z e  th e  s o u rc e  of t h e i r  
w e l f a r e  and h a p p in e s s .
5. Eyang Prabu s a y s ,
To a l l  h i s  f o l l o w e r s  
Who have  r e t r e a t e d .
(B e fo re  he l e f t  th e  r e a l  w o r ld
Our s t o r y  i n  t h i s  w o r ld
Had re a c h e d  i t s  c o n c l u s i o n . )
6 . I f  a l l  o f  you a r e  
L oya l  t o  me,
Then i t  i s  f o r b id d e n  f o r  me 
To a l lo w  you 
To s u f f e r  l i v e s  
Of p o v e r ty  and h u n g e r .
7. A l l  o f  you must choose  
Your f u t u r e  l i v e s .
By c r e a t i n g  b e t t e r  l i v e s ,
I t  w i l l  be  p o s s i b l e  t o  found 
The new Padjadjaran kingdom.
8. But n o t  t h e  Padjadjaran 
Of to d a y .
I t  m ust be th e  new Padjadjaran.
I t  w i l l  be new ly b u i l t .
I t  w i l l  be  b u i l t  by 
The changes o f  t im e .
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9. The Eyang Prabu says:
All of you must choose.
I will not block your way.
Because I think that 
It is not proper for me as a king 
To cause the people to suffer lives of 
poverty and hunger.
10. Eyang Prabu says:
Listen to me.
Those who still follow me,
Go to the South.
Those who want to return 
To the city we left,
11. Go to the North.
Those who will be loyal 
To the Victors 
Go to the East.
Those who will follow their desires 
Go to the West.
12. Listen, all of you.
Those who stay in the East,
You must understand and be conscious of 
The glory that is with you.
Your descendants in the future,
Will be the leaders of all people.
13. But you must understand,
You will be progressively powerless.
There will be civil disorder.
Let those who want to,
Go to the East.
But you must remember that this disorder will come.
14. Those who go to the West.
Find the foot print,
The foot print of Ki Sancang.
So your descendants at some time in the future,
Will become advisors to your family 
And to other people.
15. To all my village's friends,
To all my family who have the same ideal,
To all people who are always on the alert.
You will hear at midnight, in some future time,
A sound which is audible from the mountain of Halimun*.
It is the sound of rice mortars hitting each other
(tutunggulan) **.
* The mountain of Halimun is in the kasepuhan area.
The word tutunggulan means people pound the rice mortars as a 
means of communication to inform other villagers of important 
events.
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16. T h is  ( tu tunggu lan ) i s  th e  s i g n  t h a t
A l l  o f  y o u r  d e s c e n d a n ts  a r e  b e in g  v i s i t e d ,  
By th o s e  who w i l l  be  m a r r ie d *  in  lebak. 
M arry i n  Zebak cawene.
D o n 't  w a s te  th e  t im e .
B ecause  t h e  l a k e  w i l l  be d e s t r o y e d .
17. Now l e t  us go.
But you do n o t  look  b a c k .
Those who w i l l  go 
To th e  N o r th ,  l i s t e n .
The c i t y  t h a t  you l e f t ,
You w i l l  n o t  f i n d  anymore.
18. I t  i s  o n ly  a f i e l d  t h a t  you w i l l  f i n d .
Most o f  y o u r  d e s c e n d a n ts
W i l l  become commoners.
I f  t h e r e  a r e  any who a re  to  be l e a d e r s ,  
They w i l l  g e t  h ig h  p o s i t i o n s .
But w i l l  n o t  have  power and a u t h o r i t y .
19. Some t im e  i n  th e  f u t u r e .
Many p e o p le  w i l l  come to  you.
They w i l l  come from f a r  away**.
P e o p le  who s u f f e r
And p e o p le  whom you made to  s u f f e r .
You m ust be v i g i l a n t .
20 . A l l  o f  y o u r  d e s c e n d a n t s .
W i l l  be v i s i t e d  by me***.
I  w i l l  v i s i t  you i n  t im e .
I f  n e c e s s a r y ,
I  w i l l  come t o  h e lp  
Those i n  n e e d .
21. I  w i l l  h e lp  th o s e  who n eed  i t  -  
Those who have  good c h a r a c t e r .
I f  I  come, you w i l l  n o t  s e e .
I f  I  s p e a k ,  you w i l l  n o t  h e a r .
I  p ro m ise  t h a t  I  w i l l  come
To th o s e  who a r e  a lw ays  on th e  a l e r t .
* T h is  "m arry"  s y m b o l iz e d  th e  o c c u r r e n c e  o f  c r u c i a l  e v e n ts  
w hich w i l l  change th e  s o c i a l  o r d e r  i n t o  th e  new o r d e r .
** "They w i l l  come from  f a r  away" means th e  p e o p le  w i l l  come 
from  o u t s i d e  th e  Padgadjaran  kingdom (West J a v a  o f  t o d a y ) .  
At t h e  p r e s e n t  t im e ,  t h i s  i s  e v id e n c e d  by th e  c u r r e n t  
p a t t e r n s  o f  m ig r a t i o n  in  I n d o n e s i a .
*** T ha t  i s  a s p i r i t u a l  v i s i t a t i o n  by Eyang Prabu SiZi-wangi.
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22. Those who know and understand,
Who understand completely,
Who understand the fragrance*
The true fragrance.
Those who have right ideals 
And good character.
23. When the time comes for me.
I will come in silence and without form.
The sign (of my coming is) in the fragrance.
And, then
I will leave the real world,
I will leave the city and nation.
24. Not a trace of Padjadjaran will be left,
Except the name.
The evidence** which remains
Will not be recognized by the people.
But then sometime in the future.
There will be some who will try to find it.
25. So, the evidence which was lost 
Can be found again.
Be sure it can be found again.
In searching for the lost evidence, one must be careful. 
Because many people
Will claim they know much more than is possible.
26. If this is the case, then 
Everyone be confused,
Because there will be plenty of
This lost evidence which will be found, bit by bit, later. 
But then it will be forbidden to continue searching.
It will be forbidden by the king called Raja Partyelang***.
27. Those who are brave enough, will continue searching.
They will not care about the prohibitions.
As they are searching, they will also contrave the king's 
prohibition.
They will compete while smiling****.
They are shepherds,
Their houses are near the river.
* The word "fragrance" is meant here to mean "holiness" of 
the Eyang Prabu Siliwangi.
** The word "evidence" is here meant to designate not only the 
archaeological fact but also the history and legends 
presented by the kingdom's descendants.
*** The word raja panyelang is a Sundanese term for concepts such 
as the king's function as an interim monarch.
**** "Smiling" is a typical Indonesian expression, simply meaning 
that they dissemble respect for the king's edict while hiding 
their true intentions.
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28. T h e i r  door w i l l  be made from s to n e s  as h ig h  as a man. 
S u rrounded  by handeuleum* t r e e s .
T h e i r  h o u s e s  w i l l  be c o v e re d  by hccnjuang** t r e e s .
What a r e  th e y  s h e p h e r d in g ?
N e i t h e r  g o a ts  n o r  b u f f a l o .
N e i t h e r  t i g e r s  n o r  w i ld  b u f f a l o .
29. But t h e y  s h e p h e rd  dry l e a v e s  and t r e e  t ru n k s * * * .  
P a s s i o n a t e l y  s e a r c h i n g ,
C o l l e c t i n g ,
And s a v in g .
B ecause  t h e  s t o r y  s t i l l  c o n t i n u e s ,
J u s t  w a i t i n g  f o r  th e  r i g h t  t im e .
30. There  w i l l  be  a d e s i r e  f o r  much to  be made p u b l i c ,  
And i t  w i l l  be  so .
But i n  t h i s  r e s o l u t i o n ,  many c h a l l e n g e s  w i l l  a r i s e .  
Age a f t e r  age a f t e r  age .
In  t h e  e t e r n a l  c y c le  o f  d e a th  and i n c a r n a t i o n .
To d i e  and to  i n c a r n a t e .
31. A f t e r  th e  r e i n c a r n a t i o n  o f  th e  s p i r i t * * * * .
Eyccng Prabu s a y s :
L i s t e n  t o  me.
Those who now compete a g a i n s t  us*****.
W il l  become r u l e r s ,  u n t i l
T h is  l a n d  t u r n s  i n f e r t i l e  (buge l ) .
32. In  t h i s  a r e a  o f  la n d  t h e n ,  b u i l d  b u f f a l o  s t a b l e s .
In  t h i s  p l a c e  th e  w hole  p e o p le
W il l  become th e  g r a z i n g  (sampalan) ,
Area o f  t h e  w h i te  b u f f a l o .
They w i l l  g u a rd e d  by a t a l l  man
Who g iv e s  i n s t r u c t i o n  i n  th e  sq u a re* * * * * * .
* T h is  t r e e  h a s  a  sy m b o l ic  f u n c t i o n  w hich has  n o t  been
a s c e r t a i n e d .  I t s  l e a v e s ,  how ever , a re  m e d ic in a l .
** T h is  t r e e  i s  u sed  f o r  a f e n c e  round th e  v i l l a g e  o r  i s
p l a n t e d  a ro u n d  a g r a v e .  F u r t h e r  s i g n i f i c a n c e  i s  n o t  known.
*** "B ut th e y  s h e p h e rd  d ry  l e a v e s  and t r e e  t r u n k s "  i s  a m e tap h o r  
f o r  t h e i r  p r o t e c t i o n  o f  o p p r e s s e d  p e o p le .
**** "The s p i r i t "  i s ,  i n  f a c t ,  Eyccng P rabu 's s p i r i t .
***** "Those who now compete a g a i n s t  u s"  r e f e r s  to  I s l a m i c ,  Mataram
and Dutch c o l o n i a l  pow ers .  "Us" r e f e r s  to  Eyang Prabu f o l l o w e r s .
******The w hole  o f  v e r s e  32 r e f e r s  to  Dutch c o lo n i a l i s m .  The Dutch 
a r e  r e p r e s e n t e d  as  " w h i te  b u f f a l o " .
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33. At that time the king will be in handcuffs.
White buffalo will keep their tails.
Our descendants will still carry the plow
They will carry the plow while the king is powerless.
But on that time there will be enough food.
Before that the plow was carried by monkeys*.
34. Then some of our descendants will 
Become aware of the situation, but 
They will wonder at it.
They will begin to find the evidence once lost - 
Lots and lots of it.
But much of the evidence they will find.
35. Is it not the evidence they need.
Most of our descendants do not consider 
That times have changed.
The whole country is in a tumult.
The closed door is knocked on 
By those who know the right way.
36. But the situation will become more and more chaotic. 
Those who give instructions will hide far away.
The square will become empty.
The white buffalo will run away.
The grazing land will be destroyed by monkeys.
Our descendants will just smile.
37. Before the smiling is finished,
Monkeys will steal from stalls and small shops. 
Monkeys will steal the rice from the field.
They will steal the garden plants.
They will destroy the Zadang.
And they will make women pregnant**.
38. Everything will be destroyed by monkeys.
If we are frightened by monkeys,
It means we are guided by monkeys.
While they sit, they keep their tails.
But the plow
Will still be carried by our descendants.
39. Many people will die of hunger 
Then our descendants,
While waiting for the corn harvest, will 
Discuss and analyse the country’s situation.
Though not considering, that even as they talk,
The situation has changed again.
The word "monkey" refers to the Japanese occupation.
This whole of verse 37 is designed to show the chaotic 
situation which it is part the consequence of the Japanese 
occupation - hunger, theft, destruction, rape, etc.
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40. Then t h e r e  w i l l  be a  sound f a r  away,
From th e  N o r th e rn  d i r e c t i o n .
I t  i s  th e  b i g  sound
Of th e  e a g l e  t h a t  h a t c h e s  h e r  e g g s* .
The w hole  w o r ld  w i l l  become c o n fu se d  
And so  w i l l  o u r  c o u n t r y .
41. The s i t u a t i o n  w i l l  become w orse  and w o rse ,
Monkeys w i l l  l o s e  t h e i r  power.
Our d e s c e n d a n ts  th en  w i l l  r e b e l .
They w i l l  r e b e l  w i t h o u t  r u l e s .
Many p e o p le  w i l l  d i e ;
They w i l l  d i e  w i th o u t  s i n .
42. Enemies w i l l  make f r i e n d s ,
F r ie n d s  w i l l  make e n e m ies .
Suddenly  t h e r e  w i l l  be  so many h ig h  r a n k s .
The r e b e l s  w i l l  govern  j u s t  l i k e  mad men.
Those who a r e  c o n fu se d  w i l l  become more c o n fu se d .  
I n e x p e r ie n c e d  men w i l l  become l e a d e r s .
43. Those u s u r p e r s  w i l l  become f a n a t i c a l .
They a r e  r e b e l s  w i th o u t  r u l e s .
They w i l l  o u s t  th e  w h i t e .
And w i l l  i n t i m i d a t e  th e  b l a c k s .
And th e  w hole  c o u n try  w i l l  become d i s o r d e r e d .
B ecause  o f  th o s e  who have  t a k e n  power.
44. I t  makes no d i f f e r e n c e  t o  b e e s ,
When t h e i r  n e s t  i s  d e s t r o y e d ,
The c o u n tr y  w i l l  be p lu n g e d  in  c i v i l  w ar.
But th en  t h e s e  who make war w i l l  be s e p a r a t e d .
By f o r e i g n  p e o p le .
The new k in g  w i l l  a r i s e  a g a in .
45. He w i l l  come from a common f a m i ly .
But he w i l l  s t i l l  be a d e s c e n d a n t  o f  th e  k in g .
He w i l l  d e scen d  from th e  o l d  k in g .
H is m o th e r  w i l l  be a p r i n c e s s  -  
The p r i n c e s s  o f  th e  God I s l a n d * * .
Be s u r e ,  t h a t  h e  i s  a d e s c e n d a n t  o f  th e  k in g .
46. Again a new k i n g ,  who w i l l  n o t  e a s i l y  s u f f e r  m i s f o r t u n e .  
He w i l l  be p o w e r fu l .
The t im e  w i l l  change a g a in .
I t  i s  a d i f f e r e n t  t im e  and a d i f f e r e n t  s t o r y .
The moon w i l l  s h in e  
In  t h e  day t im e .
* "Of th e  e a g le  t h a t  h a t c h e s  h e r  e g g s " ,  r e f e r s  to  Am erica 
d ro p s  a to m ic  bombs on H iro sh im a  and  N a g a sa k i .
** The words "God I s l a n d "  r e f e r s  to  B a l i .
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47. There will be a clear sky with many stars.
The stars will shine brilliantly.
Our former kingdom
Will be replaced by the new kingdom.
Kingdom will be in the kingdom.
This king will not be descended from Padjadjaran.
48. This king will not be established.
He will be a tyrant.
He will forbid the doors to be opened.
And likewise that they be closed.
There will be waterspouts in the streets.
A crow will call in a coT'tng'in tree.
49. This black king,
Will not care that crocodiles 
And wild cats
And thousands and thousands of monkeys 
Steal human property.
But then will come those who criticize the king for 
such a situation.
50. The black king will not punish the animals.
But he will punish those who criticize him.
And then,
This blind tyrant will have more and more followers. 
He will order people to pay homage to idols 
This will be evil leadership.
51. Those who plow will not be the right men.
They will not be farmers.
They will govern as they like.
They will never fulfill a promise.
Their plans will be complicated.
That is why the rice grain will be empty of seed.
52. Also cotton plants will not bear fruit.
Planting rice without rules,
Much of it will be wasted.
The rice steamers will always be empty,
Because, of those who do the farming,
Most will be deceivers.
53. Those who do the farming,
They will be clever men.
But they will be arrogant.
Suddenly, children with beards appear.
They come in time,
Wearing worn out bags*.
* "Wearing worn out bags" means simple and dirty bags. It also 
refers to a simple life.
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54 . They g iv e  th e  w a rn in g  to  the  c o n fu se d  p e o p le .
They w i l l  a l s o  g iv e  th e  w a rn in g ,
To p e o p le  who have f o r g o t t e n .
But th o s e  who a r e  a r r o g a n t  
Do n o t  c a r e .
They w i l l  n o t  h e a r  th e  w a rn in g .
55. The sky  w i l l  become r e d d i s h .
Smoke w i l l  come from b u r n in g  t h i n g s .
Again th e y  w i l l  n o t  h e a r  th e  w a rn in g .
Then th e  k in g  w i l l  c a p tu r e  th o s e  who b e a r  w a rn in g .
A l l  th o s e  who warn w i l l  be a r r e s t e d .
A l l  t h e s e  c h i l d r e n  w i th  b e a r d s .
56. The b l a c k  k in g  w i l l  d e s t r o y  
Thousands and th o u sa n d s  o f  k i t c h e n s .
He w i l l  say  h e  i s  l o o k in g  f o r  th e  enemy.
But t r u l y ,  by t h i s ,
He w i l l  become an enemy.
We have  to  be c a r e f u l .
57. Then , l a t e r ,
He w i l l  i s s u e  a p r o h i b i t i o n  t h a t  Padjadjarccn 
I s  n o t  to  be t a l k e d  o f  p u b l i c l y .
B ecause  he w i l l  be  a f r a i d  
To have  i t  spoken  o f ,
R e a l l y ,  to  have  i t  known.
58. I t  i s  j u s t  a m a t t e r  o f  c o u r s e .
That e v e r y t h i n g  w i l l  become c o n fu se d  and d i s o r d e r e d .
The b l i n d ,  b l a c k  k i n g ,
W il l  a c t  r e c k l e s s l y .
He w i l l  be  o u t  o f  c o n t r o l .
He w i l l  f l i n g  h i s  w e ig h t  a round  more th an  th e  w h i te  b u f f a l o .
59 . The b l a c k  k in g  and h i s  f o l l o w e r s  w i l l  n o t  c o n s i d e r ,
That th e  t im e  w hich h a s  come.
W i l l  a lw ays be  c a l l e d :
"The tim e o f  t h e  a n im a l" .
The t im e  when m ost human b e in g s  
Are governed  by a n im a l  a t t i t u d e s .
60. The b l a c k  k in g
W il l  n o t  govern  th e  c o u n t r y  lo n g ,
B ecause  he w i l l  be to o  d e s p o t i c .
He w i l l  make p e o p le  p o o r .
At t h i s  t im e ,  many p e o p le  w i l l  hope t h a t  
The cardngin  t r e e s  w i l l  f a l l  down.
61. The b l a c k  k in g  w i l l  become a v i c t i m ,
B ecause  o f  h i s  a t t i t u d e .
The new e r a  w i l l  come 
I f  we se e
Budak angon ( s h e p h e r d s )  a c t  r e b e l l i o u s l y .
This  w i l l  be a t im e  o f  r i o t .
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62. F i r s t  t h e r e  w i l l  be e x c i t e m e n t  in  th e  k i t c h e n s * .
From th e  k i t c h e n s  i t  w i l l  s p re a d  to  th e  v i l l a g e s .
From th e  v i l l a g e s  i t  w i l l  s p r e a d  to  th e  c o u n t r y .
S tu p id  p e o p le  w i l l  become i n s a n e .
Then th e  f i g h t i n g  r e b e l s  w i l l  be h e lp e d
By th e  budak bunc'ireung ( c h i l d r e n  who have b i g  s to m a c h s ) .
63. They w i l l  f i g h t  w i th  e n th u s i a s m ,
F i g h t i n g  f o r  t h e i r  i n h e r i t a n c e .
G reedy , th e y  w i l l  w ant as much as p o s s i b l e ,
And th en  th o s e  who w ere  n o t  g reed y  w i l l  a sk  f o r  more. 
E veryone w i l l  demand more th a n  
T h e i r  s h a r e .
64. The ones who a r e  w is e  w i l l  rem ain  u n in v o lv e d .
They w i l l  j u s t  w a tc h .
But even so  th e y  a r e  i n v o lv e d .
Those who f i g h t  w i l l  s t o p .
Then a l l  o f  them w i l l  become c o n s c io u s  
That nobody h a s  a n y th in g .
65 . The i n h e r i t a n c e  w i l l  have  been  g iven  up.
Given t o  th e  p e o p le  who keep t h i n g s .
Given t o  th e  p a w n -b ro k e r s .
A l l  demons w i l l  be  h id d e n .
Those who f i g h t  w i l l  become w o r r i e d ,
B ecause  o f  th e  d e s t r u c t i o n  o f  th e  n a t i o n .
66. Then th e  p e o p le  w i l l  lo o k  f o r  a s h e p h e rd  w i th  
A h o u se  on th e  edge o f  a r i v e r .
I t s  r o o f  w i l l  be o f  handeuleum  l e a v e s .
I t s  do o r  w i l l  be made from a s to n e  as  h ig h  as a man.
I t s  p o l e s  w i l l  be  hanjuang t r e e s .
But th e  s h e p h e rd  w i l l  have  moved away.
67. T r u ly ,  th e y  w i l l  need  t h a t  sh e p h e rd  
As an a n t i d o t e .
But th e  s h e p h e rd  w i l l  have  a c t e d ,
T o g e th e r  w i th  th e  c h i l d r e n  w i th  b e a r d s .
They w i l l  have  moved to  th e  o t h e r  p l a c e  -  
Moved to  tebak cawene ( v i r g i n  l a n d ) .
68 . Which w i l l  l e a v e  o n ly  th e  crow.
T h is  crow w i l l  c a l l .
I t  w i l l  c a l l  in  a t r e e  t r u n k .
Eyccng Prabu s a y s :
" L i s t e n  t o  me,
Times w i l l  change a g a in " .
* The word " k i t c h e n "  ( i n  Sundanese  term s dapur) d e s i g n a t e s  th e  
c e n t r e  o f  l i f e  o f  th e  s m a l l e s t  u n i t  o f  f a m i ly ,  such  as  f a t h e r ,  
m o th e r ,  t h e i r  c h i l d r e n  and th e  o t h e r  r e l a t i v e s  who l i v e  in  th e  
same house  and g e t  food  from th e  same k i t c h e n .
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69. Time w i l l  change.
You w i l l  s e e  l a t e r .
I f  Mount Gede e r u p t s
And i s  fo l lo w e d  by se v en  o t h e r  m o u n ta in s ,
T h is  u n i v e r s e  w i l l  be in  a s t a t e  o f  d i s t u r b a n c e .  
The Sundanese  w i l l  be  g r e e t e d  r e s p e c t f u l l y .
70. R e a l i t y  w i l l  e x i s t .
The Sundanese  w i l l  f o r g i v e  what happened  e a r l i e r ,  
A l l  w i l l  become r i g h t .
The n a t i o n  w i l l  be u n i t e d
And t h e r e  w i l l  be  v i c t o r y  a g a in .
Because  t h e  Ratu A d it  w i l l  come 
In  r e a l i t y .
71. T h is  w i l l  be  a r e a l  Ratu A d it.
Who i s  t h a t  Ratu A dit?
From whence w i l l  he come?
You w i l l  know l a t e r .
Now j u s t  f i n d  him.
He m ust be  a s h e p h e rd .
72. That i s  my g u id a n c e .
To a l l  o f  you .
T h is  g u id a n c e  m ust be p u r e .
Now j u s t  go and a c t  upon i t .
Do n o t  lo o k  back
I f  you do n o t  w ant to  have  a bad  e f f e c t .  "
